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Needles for the People

– it’s a revolution based on cooperative
spirit.
Members of the global community
acupuncture movement embrace the
cooperative nature of their business
A Wolseley clinic brings effective and affordable
model with revolutionary zeal; many
community acupuncture to Winnipeg
practices are actual co-ops in structure.
Some organizations even address their
on top of a chronic health issue. They may communications “Dear Comrade.”
By SUSAN HURRELL
not be able to afford the maybe three to
While that may be over the top for some
healing revolution is happening in five consecutive treatments over as many
acupunks like Paul and his team, the
a Winnipeg clinic where the battle days at the standard going rates. We are intention of making alternative healthcare
against ill health is being fought with changing this. Community acupuncture more widely accessible is at the root
soft music, comfortable recliners and offers treatments that fit both the time of community acupuncture. This was
very thin stainless steel
the selling point that caught
needles.
Paul’s attention two years ago
Located on Sherbrook
after getting his acupuncture
Street in Wolseley,
license and completing the
Straight to the Point
Traditional Chinese Medicine
Community Acupuncture
program, following 17 years as
(STTPCA) is Winnipeg’s
a massage therapist.
first
community
“After the first of two major
a cupu nct u r e cl i n ic,
hand injuries, I knew I needed
a nd its owner a nd
to do something that involved
ch ief “acupun k” Paul
my mind more than my hands
Kohlmeier sees this
to support myself,” Paul
revolutionary model of
explains. “I had an interest,
clinical acupuncture as
and it was sort of in my field
a way to democratize
(alternative health, anyway) ...
access to a therapy Acupunk sees patients at Straight to the Point Community Acupuncture.
so I moved towards it. I needed
that has healed people
to learn acupuncture before
limits and budget limits that keep people herbal medicine, as that is how the school
for millennia.
“Two things keep people from getting from treatment and wellness.”
curriculum was designed, so I learned
the treatment they need to improve their
o this is what a revolution looks like? acupuncture first. And I love it.”
health: time and money,” says Paul, who
Acupunks in jeans and t-shirts
D i s c over i ng t he c o m m u n it y
sports a grey STTPCA t-shirt while doing sticking needles into the limbs of patients acupuncture model which had recently
the rounds. “Everyone is so busy, life is chilling in recliners in a single large room caught fire in the American northwest
so busy that people can’t or won’t make with soft pop and world music playing?
time for daily treatments for a week to get
The answer is a firm (but gentle) yes
See ACUPUNCTURE on page 16
Photo: Heather Earth
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Forks Over
Knives, or Hype
Over Facts?
Fact-checking a flawed
documentary
By DAVID STEELE, Ph.D.

A

n important documentary came out
last summer. Roger Ebert raves about
it. George Strombolopolous ranks it the
number one movie of 2011.
It’s a film about food and health.
Arguing
t hat some
of our most
devastating
illnesses
–
heart disease,
stroke, type
2 diabetes
and cancer,
among others
– may be
avoid able,
“Forks Over
Knives”
makes a strong
case that meat, fat, eggs, sugar and milk
are a major part of the problem. And for
the most part, the case is compelling.
The film takes us into the lives of patients
with type 2 diabetes and heart disease. We
learn how their health was dramatically
See FORKS on page 15
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Coming and Goings at The Aquarian

Passing the Keyboard
to a New Publisher

T

his issue marks a new chapter
for The Aquarian.
I am passing the keyboard to a
new publisher –Kristi Dorian.
Born and raised in rural Manitoba,
I came to the position of publisher
of The Aquarian in 1997 with a
love of the land and a fondness for
small towns and big cities. I also
had a deep appreciation and respect
for my Dad who mentored and
inspired an entrepreneurial spirit Kristi & Janet
in my business ventures.
As publisher of The Aquarian for the past 15 years, I look
back over my journey with pride and satisfaction because
of what we accomplished – branding The Aquarian in
Manitoba’s holistic community and positioning it as a
credible entity in mainstream readership.
This accomplishment is due to the amazing collaborative
efforts of its writers and editors, advisory board,
advertisers and, of course, the readers.
This province has an amazing and vibrant holistic
community that cares deeply and is engaged in improving
lives – theirs and others. You should all be proud!
What made The Aquarian so exciting for me was
exploring alternative and complementary forms of
spirituality and healing, covering important issues of
environmental stewardship, providing sound information
on the benefits of a plant-based diet and supporting
socially responsible farmers and foodsellers, not to
mention our bioregion’s secret agricultural weapon:
hemp.
The Aquarian has taken pride in tackling controversial
issues that are central, but perhaps unnoticed, to our
social fabric, issues like corporate agriculture in
Manitoba. We hope the awareness raised among our
readers has been felt at both the provincial and municipal
levels and benefitted socially responsible businesses and
the broader community alike.
These years have also been an amazing time of learning
for me. I have met so many interesting people who shared
their personal healing paths with me. And there are
the advertisers who have created so many diverse and
successful businesses in the Aquarian community – I
was delighted to hear their innovative ideas and humbled
by their unfaltering perseverance. I have made many,
many friends.
I would like to thank all of our readers who have
supported us over the years. The passion and love of
our writers has kept us informed. A special thank you
to our editors, Syd Baumel and Anna Olson, whose
sense of mission and meticulous editing have brought
so many stories to life. Their dedicated service has
produced thoughtful and well–researched pieces that have
stood the test of time. They are also to be commended for
their work with novice writers, whom they guided and
nurtured – the result being more good writers, who wrote
great stuff!
Deep appreciation goes to my determined advisory
board: Donna Cudmore, Lee Malcolmson, Kristi Dorian,
Don Whitley, Anna Olson and Syd Baumel whose ideas,
research abilities and humour helped guide The Aquarian
into the new millennium.
A special thank you also to my husband Don, the
Aquarian’s accountant, as well as my daughters, Janelle
and Danielle, who have weathered the challenges with
love and support.
For 17 years, Kristi Dorian has brought many
talents to the paper as an advisory board member,
writer, photographer, office manager, advertising
salesperson and columnist. She now takes over as
publisher of The Aquarian.
I am confident that I am leaving the paper in wonderfully
capable hands, and I know The Aquarian’s evolution and
positive path forward will continue with her at the helm.
My heart will always remain with The Aquarian, and I
know that there will always be a story to tell and an issue
to tackle.
Janet Whitley
Publisher Emeritus

Celebration, appreciation,
inspiration!

M

y Aquarian adventure began
seventeen years ago when my
dad introduced me to this thoughtprovoking, unusual publication. At
the time, he encouraged me to submit
some poetry to Anna Olson, editor and
publisher back then. Since that day, my
role has progressed from hopeful writer
to advertising coordinator and advisory
board member, then to office manager
and columnist. Now the ultimate
Photo: D. Whitley responsibility, owner and publisher.
For fifteen of those years I have been
working closely with The Aquarian owner Janet Whitley,
who bought the paper from Anna in 1997. Janet’s
progressive and open-minded thinking, her publishing
prowess partnered with her entrepreneurial expertise
have guided me here, to this moment. I am honoured to
accept The Aquarian torch from her, to carry on lighting
the path of possibility.
The Aquarian is redefining itself and roles have shifted
around. With editor Anna Olson’s departure, Syd Baumel
has retaken the editorial reins. Janet assures me she’ll
remain as our consultant and my mentor (for life!).
I am the next caretaker for the “House of Aquarian.”
The Aquarian architecture stands tall with a solid
foundation and framework. The colourful rooms
overflow with people sharing their stories (warning: the
walls do talk!) and cooking up wonderful projects. I have
worked in and visited this vibrant building many times,
now I’m moving in.
I may be a new owner of a completely furnished home
but I enter it with a fully engaged and supportive team
surrounding me. We are peering into every nook and
cranny evaluating what to keep and what to clear out.
Asking ourselves what colours to change and furniture
to move. Wondering what remodelling is needed and
systems to upgrade.
The ground is shifting and renovations have already
begun. For example, to encourage more reader
participation, we have made a tongue-in-cheek plea for
more letters to the editor, and we’ve created a Facebook
group (please look us up and join). The crew is also
constructing a new column called Mosaic that we hope
you’ll help write (see page 10). As well, keep an eye on
our expanding website.
Our doors remain open during construction, welcoming
you to continue sharing your thoughts and feedback,
dreams and inspirations. The Aquarian continues to
venture forth meeting our neighbours and participating
in our community (let’s meet at the Body Mind Spirit
Show on April 15, see back page for details).
Celebrate with us, let’s embark on this new adventure
together and have some fun!
Kristi Dorian
Publisher
Editorial & Advertising: (204) 287-8704
info@aquarianonline.com
www.aquarianonline.com
Box 182 - 971 Corydon Ave, Winnipeg, MB R3M 0Y0
Publisher – Kristi Dorian
Publisher Emeritus – Janet Whitley
Editor – Syd Baumel
The Aquarian is a forum for shedding light on the path to personal
fulfillment and the common good. It is published quarterly the
first week of March, June, September, and December. Annual
subscriptions to anywhere in Canada or the U.S. can be had by
sending a cheque or money order for $12 to our office. Outside
North America please contact us for prices.
We welcome your suggestions, letters to the editor, article
queries, press releases, announcements, and other input.
Please include a phone number or email address with your
letters to the editor.
We reserve the right to edit letters for length or readability.
Advertisers and contributors assume accuracy of their claims
and statements.The opinions and views expressed in articles do
not necessarily reflect those of The Aquarian or its advertisers.
All contents are copyright. We welcome reprint requests.

Shine on Brightly

I

t’s a treat to be chief editor once again of a publication
with the mission of “shedding light on the path to
personal fulfillment and the common good.” That’s a
mandate even the editor of a major daily could envy.
This is the second time in 14 years I’ve stepped in to
fill outgoing chief editor Anna Olson’s shoes.
Five years before there was an Aquarian, Anna Olson
built the mould for it. I was there from the second issue
of The New Age Connection which she founded as editor
and publisher in 1987. A force of nature as a writer,
editor and publisher in Manitoba’s new age community,
it’s sad to see Anna “move on to other projects,” as the
cliché goes, but not too sad, because continuing to write
for The Aquarian will be one of them.
As editor of The Aquarian, my employer and “desktop
publisher” has always been Janet Whitley. But now
Janet is leaving, too.
Like some prairie Katharine Graham with a Mac,
Janet is a voracious news junkie who has been a
delightfully engaged boss. She helped sensitize me, for
example, to the importance of rural Manitoba issues and
sensibilities, and the scope of The Aquarian’s editorial
(and geographical) reach has been immeasurably better
for it.
I’ve known Kristi even longer than Janet. Since the
mid 1990s, I’ve watched with growing admiration as this
eclectic talent has, without even knowing it, apprenticed
for the job she now assumes. Kristi has grown as much
as a writer as she has as a manager. And she’s still at
it, determined to keep growing as a professional while
growing The Aquarian at the same time.
As for me, I just want you, the reader, to keep catching
enough of that “light” in every issue to keep coming
back for more.			
Syd Baumel
Editor

I have become radicalized!

M

y years as an editor and writer for The Aquarian
have left an indelible stamp on how I view the
world. I have become radicalized. No longer do I accept
mainstream versions of a topic without doing my own
research. Here are a few of the topics where I came to
new conclusions.
• An ad crossed my desk from the founder of E.T.H.I.C.
(End the Horror of Infant Circumcision). At first I was
puzzled. What horror, I asked myself. I had my boy
circumcised. He didn’t suffer, did he? After I looked into
the subject, I was horrified at what I had allowed to be
done to my baby.
• I have become a believer in holistic medicine where
support is given to the immune system to fight germs,
See RADICALIZED on next page

We love The Aquarian, but
where are the letters?
Dear Aquarian:
We love The Aquarian. We read every issue from
cover to cover. But one thing always seems to be
missing: letters.
Don’t your readers want to tell you what a great job
you’ve done or kick you in the … you know? Don’t
they ever feel moved to add their two-cents to the
conversation you’ve started on this subject or that?
Letters are one of our favourite parts of other
publications. Please ask your readers to write more
often. We want to know what they think.
Your ever-loyal reader,
The Aquarian
Winnipeg
Dear Aquarian,
Do we know you from someplace? We second the
emotion. Hopefully, more readers like you will feel
prompted to write us at letters@aquarianonline.com.
If they don’t, we’ll have to kick them in the … you know.
(Note: we don’t publish every letter we receive,
and we sometimes have to edit for clarity and length.
Please keep your letters under 300 words or we’ll …
you know.)
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Community
NASA paints the prairies red
Climate change will hit us hard

N

ASA’s latest model of how climate change will
reshape the face of the earth by the end of the
century is a colour-coded map.
Parts of the world where less than 10 percent of the ecosystems
are in for a rough ride are painted a deep, sleepy purple.
Parts where 90-100 percent will be shaken up are
fire engine red. That would be most of your Canadian
prairies, Manitoba included.
In a nutshell, NASA’s prairie forecast is that species
from south of the border will migrate north, our
temperate grasslands will head toward Churchill, eating
into our boreal forests, and the northern edge of those
boreal forests will grow, planting new trees where there
is snow-covered tundra today.
Change is good, right?
Not if you’re a plant or an animal and the change is like
being fired out of a cannon.
The last time ecosystems had to adapt to so much
climate change they had 10,000 years to do it.
“Obviously, it is much easier for plants and animals
to migrate or adapt to this level of climatic change over
10,000 years than it is over 100 years,” Jon Bergengren,
a scientist who collaborated on the NASA study told the
CBC this January.
RADICALIZED continued from page 2
instead of using chemical-based pills that just interfere
with body systems. I felt that working on The Aquarian
was helping to support alternative therapies. I believe it’s
better to support what you believe in rather than railing
against what you disagree with.
• I have learned about the lower levels of nutrition overall
due to our farming methods. Wherever we add chemical
fertilizers instead of compost, we kill microorganisms
in the soil. That soil has less nourishment for the plants,
becomes drier and blows away more easily. We – and

According to Bergengren’s associate, NASA climate
scientist Duane Walliser, the shock to the world’s
ecosystems – especially those in the red zone – will be
so “extremely fast” that “the only thing that has occurred
probably geologically faster is when we were struck by a
massive meteorite and climate changed that day.”
By the end of the century, NASA predicts, over one third
of the planet’s surface will undergo a complete makeover
from one biome to another (as in grassland to forest).
“Most of Earth’s land that is not covered by ice or desert
is projected to undergo at least a 30 percent change in plant
cover – changes that will require humans and animals to
adapt and often relocate,” NASA said in a press release.
It doesn’t have to be this bad.
NASA’s model is based on the authoritative International
Panel on Climate Change’s “intermediate” probability
projection of a 2 to 4 degree Celsius temperature rise
by 2100, followed by a levelling off as a greener energy
supply kicks in. And though things could be drastically
worse if the world adopts the energy policies of the Tea
Party or the Harper government, most national leaders
accept that we have to keep the temperature rise under
2 degrees (we’re almost half-way there already). If they
can finally adopt the policies that will make that happen,
NASA’s map of the prairies in 2100 may be more yellow
than red. Sleepy purple? Sorry. That ship has sailed.		
				
Syd Baumel

the land – suffer as a result. I now support organic food
production, and purchase organic as much as possible.
• In the spiritual arena, I have investigated paganism,
spiritualism (developing one’s psychic abilities),
Buddhism, channeling (communicating with highly
evolved spirits) and native spirituality. There’s such a
wide array of philosophies and ways to relate to spirit.
In the paper, we have attempted to explore new ideas
without criticizing the mainstream religions.
In all, it’s been a great 20 years that I have been
associated with The Aquarian. I have learned so much

Living Spirituality
Know Thyself as Soul Foundation
Sant Mat is a practical spiritual path based on meditation on
the inner Light and Sound, ethical values, service to others,
and love for all creation.
Its goal is to enable the soul to return and merge into its source,
the purpose of human life as described by mystics of all traditions.
Discipline and dedication are essential, as is the help of a
spiritual Master.

A preparation program of three months is
required before learning the meditation.
There is no charge at any stage.
Sant Baljit Singh, the spiritual Master, teaches
the spiritual practice of Sant Mat.
He inspires us to discover, through the meditation
on inner Light and Sound, our true potential as
human beings.
He offers this meditation practice to anyone
who is searching for the deeper meaning in life.

Please call Shirley at 897-4203 or cell 792-5502
to register for an introductory talk at 1077 Grant Ave.
offered the first Tuesday of every month –
March 6, April 3, & May 8 • June 5, July 3 & August 7.
To learn more, please check our website:

www.santmat.net
Know Thyself as Soul Foundation is a registered Canadian charity.

Sarasvàti premieres futuristic
tale of self-realization

I

n a dystopic post-terrorist world, a young man flees
the grip of the military state. On a search for truth, he
discovers the underground and a pair of women plotting
to expose the regime’s web of lies.
This summer’s latest Hollywood schlockbuster?
No. The latest play by Hope McIntyre, Artistic Director
of Winnipeg’s Sarasvàti Productions.
Set to premiere this April, “EDEN will spark dialogue
around the issues of human rights, truth, justice and
cultural identity,” promises McIntyre, whose company is
dedicated to transformative theatre.
EDEN, McIntyre says, is about the search for purpose
and “living with integrity.”
Closer to home, EDEN involves the spiritual journey of
an Aboriginal man “who must find his cultural identity in
order to build a future.”
With an outsized cast and production values that include
video, music and dance, EDEN is also billed as “a puzzle
where the truth is explored from many vantage points.”
EDEN runs from April 27 to May 13 at the Asper Centre
for Theatre and Film in the University of Winnipeg,
Wednesdays through Saturdays at 8:00 PM and Sundays
at 2:00 PM. Tickets are $18 (adults) and $12 (students/
seniors). More info and reservations at www.sarasvati.ca
and 204-586-2236.			
Syd Baumel
and worked with interesting, dedicated people. Special
kudos to Janet Whitley for her fine production work.
It’s been a labour of love for all of us, as there’s not
much of a profit to be made in this area. We have been
lucky to keep going when so many other alternative
periodicals have gone under.
Here’s to the continued success of The Aquarian.
I wish Kristi Dorian as the new owner, and her staff,
especially the current editor Syd Baumel, good luck as
they tackle the pleasures and complexities of creating a
newspaper.
Anna Olson
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Kim Seer
Medical Intuitive,
Communicologist and
highly-sought-after visionary

Returns to Winnipeg!

Thriving In A New World:
Authoring Your Destiny
Segment One
March 31 & April 1, 2012

Segment Two
June 16 & 17, 2012

Medical Intuitive Training
Level One ~ May 5 & 6, 2012
For more information/registration contact:

Tanis L. Moore • 204-779-1791
tanismoo@gmail.com

Visit Kim’s website at kimseer.com

When Poverty Was History

Once upon a time there was a Manitoba town with a guaranteed
minimum income – a “Mincome.” And it was good.

By VIVIAN BELIK

T

ry to imagine a town where the government paid
each of the residents a living income, regardless
of who they were and what they did, and a Soviet
hamlet in the early 1980s may come to mind.
But this experiment happened much closer to home.
For a four-year period in the 70s, the poorest families
in Dauphin, Manitoba, were granted a guaranteed
minimum income by the federal and provincial
governments.
Thirty-five years later all that remains of the
experiment are 2,000 boxes of documents that have
gathered dust in the Canadian archives building in
Winnipeg.
Until now, little has been known about what
unfolded over those four years in the small rural town
since the government locked away the data that had
been collected and prevented it from being analyzed.
But after a five year struggle, Evelyn Forget, a
professor of health sciences at the University of
Manitoba, secured access to those boxes in 2009.
Until the data is computerized, any systematic
Beginning in 1974, Pierre Trudeau’s
Liberals and Manitoba’s first elected New
Democratic Party government gave money
to every person and family in Dauphin who
fell below the poverty line.

analysis is impossible. Undeterred, Forget has begun
to piece together the story by using the census,
health records and the testimony of the program’s
participants. What is now emerging reveals that the
program could have counted many successes.
Beginning in 1974, Pierre Trudeau’s Liberals and
Manitoba’s first elected New Democratic Party
government gave money to every person and family
in Dauphin who fell below the poverty line. Under
the program – called “Mincome” – about 1,000
families received monthly cheques.
Unlike welfare, which only certain individuals
qualified for, the guaranteed minimum income project
was open to everyone. It was the first – and to this
day, only – time that Canada has ever experimented
with such an open-door social assistance program.

In today’s conservative political climate, with constant
government and media rhetoric about the inefficiency
and wastefulness of the welfare state, the Mincome
project sounds like nothing short of a fairy tale.
For four years Dauphin was a place where anyone
living below the poverty line could receive monthly
cheques to boost their income, no questions asked.
Single mothers could afford to put their kids through
school and low-income families weren’t scrambling
to pay the rent each month.
For Amy Richardson, it meant she could afford to
buy her children books for school.
Richardson joined the program in 1977, just after
her husband had gone on disability leave from his
job. At the time, she was struggling to raise her three
youngest children on $1.50 haircuts she gave in her
living room beauty parlour.
The $1,200 per year she received in monthly
increments was a welcome supplement in a time
when the poverty line was $2,100 a year.
“The extra money meant that I was also able to give
my kids something I wouldn’t ordinarily be able to,
like taking them to a show or some small luxury like
that,” said Richardson, now 84, who spoke to The
Dominion by phone from Dauphin.
As part of the experiment, an army of researchers
were sent to Dauphin to interview the Mincome
families. Residents in nearby rural towns who
didn’t receive Mincome were also surveyed so their
statistics could be compared against those from
Dauphin. But after the government cut the program
in 1978, they simply warehoused the data and never
bothered to analyze it.
“When the government introduced the program,
they really thought it would be a pilot project and that
by the end of the decade they would roll this out and
everybody would participate,” said Forget. “They
thought it would become a universal program. But of
course, the idea eventually just died off.”
During the Mincome program, the federal and

Originally published last fall in The Dominion
(dominionpaper.ca).

Largo Organics
Affordable Organics for Everyone
Largo is a unique shopping experience that puts
organic and sustainabley grown/raised food on
your family table at the lowest prices possible.

ORDER ONLINE
Food pickup every second Monday
Fruits, vegetables, dairy, eggs, meats, poultry,
prepared foods, dry goods,
raw nuts, canned goods,
health and beauty
products,
and cleaning
products everything your
family uses.
for more info:
email: largoorganics@gmail.com
web: www.largoorganics.com

“When the government introduced the
program, they really thought it would
be a pilot project and that by the end of
the decade they would roll this out and
everybody would participate.”

See POVERTY on page 14

The Spiritualist
Church of The Light
We are a Spiritualist Church following
The Seven Principals as acknowledged
by The Spiritualist Church of Canada.
Our church is based on healing.

Join us on Sunday, April 29, 2012
for our All-Message Service.

••

Services held at 10:30 a.m.
1st and 3rd Sundays of the month
(Closed July & August)

The Sunova Centre

West St. Paul Rec. Centre
(North perimeter between
Main and McPhillips)

(204) 390-6609

We look forward to helping
you Spiritually grow!
Seminars and classes available.
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plant–based
nutrispeak
By VESANTO MELINA

Time for Chain Restaurants to
Serve “Meaty” Vegan Entrées

W

e all love tasty food,
enticing flavours and
relaxing at restaurants with
friends and family. We feel
good about looking after our
health, having compassion
for animals and caring for the
planet. What about doing all
these things at the same time?
Or is that combination virtually
impossible?
Vegetarian restaurants are
an excellent option and many of us regularly refer to
the www.happycow.net app on our cell phone to locate
the closest veg-friendly restaurant. We might also visit
vegdining.com and www.ivu.org/wva/WinnipegGuide.
html for the Winnipeg Vegetarian Association’s helpful
listings.
Even so, there are times when we want to go to a
mainstream chain, either because of its handy location
or because we are heading there with a group of
business associates, friends or family members with
diverse dietary preferences.
At many of these restaurants, however, we are
challenged to find a single protein-rich item on the
menu.

For those of us on plant–based diets,
our choices are limited to lettuce –
“I’ll order the Chicken Caesar Salad
without the chicken and cheese” –
or a fruit salad.
It’s perplexing because we know there are vegan
options for many foods; for instance, the BC-based
company Gardein offers vegan versions of chicken
breasts, barbecued beef, buffalo wings and burgers.
We also know how easy it would be to replace the
poultry in a chicken salad with a deliciously seasoned
veggie “meat” or to use veggie “meatballs” in a pasta

dish. When these dishes are made with real meat, the
animal flesh is processed and shaped into convenient
forms; plant ingredients can be molded and seasoned in
similar ways. Pizzerias could top their vegetable pizzas
with tasty and easily melted Daiya cheese and veggie
pepperoni. Italian restaurants could simply add white
beans to their salads, as they do in Tuscany. Restaurants
could make their vegetable soup with chickpeas and
vegetable stock instead of with chicken stock.
Instead,
most
local chains’ menus
are
completely
lacking in proteinrich
alternatives
for vegans and for
vegetarians
who
are sensitive to eggs
or dairy. For those
of us on plant-based
diets, our choices are limited to lettuce – “I’ll order the
Chicken Caesar Salad without the chicken and cheese”
– or a fruit salad. Ultimately, we avoid these kinds of
restaurants entirely and encourage our groups to head
for more veg-friendly venues.
Over half the population in North America
occasionally orders a vegetarian meal. And many
people order a vegetarian meal even though they do
not label themselves as a vegetarian. One in three
vegetarians are vegan and, according to the National
Restaurant Association in the United States, more than
one in four families choose a restaurant based on the
availability of a vegetarian option.
Many people who wish to reverse a chronic disease
or lower their risk of cardiovascular disease, diabetes or
colon, breast or prostate cancer welcome the opportunity
to dine at an attractive location with friends and family,
without cholesterol-laden, fatty protein options. These
people need an entrée with substance, not just a plate
of greens or a bowl of fruit. It’s time for a consumerdriven campaign to get mainstream restaurants adding
veggie alternatives to their menus.
So if you’d like to see more plant-based options at
popular chain restaurants, look them up online and
send their corporate customer service representative a
message.
Vesanto Melina is one of the world’s leading vegan
dietitians and the author of many classics in the
field. Her latest are Cooking Vegetarian and Cooking
Vegan, co-written with Joseph Forest. Check her out at
nutrispeak.com or call 604-882-6782.

your
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E – The Environmental Magazine

Taming the Internet’s
Carbon Footprint
Dear EarthTalk: What is the environmental impact
of so many people now using sites like Facebook and
spending so much time online?
– Bob Yearling, Paris, TX

T

he environmental impact of so much online time
really boils down to energy usage, which in turn
affects the amount of greenhouse gases we pump into
our atmosphere. For one, each of us can help by limiting
computer time (whether surfing the ‘net or not) and
shutting them down or putting them into sleep mode
when we aren’t using them (this can be automated via
the computer’s power management control panel).
Also, when shopping for a new computer, consumers
and businesses alike can opt for models certified as energy
efficient with the Energy Star label. In the United States,
if all computers met Energy Star requirements, Americans
could pocket $1.8 billion annually in saved energy costs
and reduce greenhouse gas emissions by an amount
equivalent to taking some two million cars off the road.
Individual responsibility aside, the creation and
management of more efficient data centers by the major
online hubs – especially as we enter the age of “cloud”
computing whereby most of the software, content and
services we look to our computers for resides online
and is served to us as-needed – is what can have the
biggest impact. Google, Facebook, and Amazon.com
are already deeply committed to the cloud computing
model, with Microsoft, Yahoo and others following suit
accordingly.
For
its
Google has been a real leader
part, Google
has been a
in the building of green data
real leader in
centers, even powering them
the building
with renewable energy.
of green data
centers, even
powering them with renewable energy. The company
recently released environmental footprint scores for
several of its data centers. While the energy usage
required to run its cloud services (Google Search,
Google+, Gmail and YouTube) seems huge in the
See EARTHTALK on page 18
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Jewellery, Aromatherapy,
CD’s, DVD’s, Incense,
Books, Gifts & More
Manitoba’s largest
selection of Crystals, Gems
and Minerals
Store hours:
Mon, Tue, Fri, Sat: 10-6 pm
Wed, Thu: 10-8 pm
Sun: 12-5 pm

www.radiancegifts.com

7-875 Corydon Ave.
Winnipeg, MB R3M 0W7
Ph 204.284.4231
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By JAMES BEDDOME

T

he public furore over the
proposed new peat mine in
Hecla/Grindstone
Provincial
Park sends a strong signal to
politicians: It’s time to develop
an effective peat lands protection
strategy for Manitoba.
Peat is a partially decayed
organic material that accumulates
in marshy areas such as those
that abound in Manitoba lake country. The resulting
ecosystems, called peat bogs, are considered by some
scientists to be as important and fragile as rainforests.
Peat bogs take tens of thousands of years to develop
and serve important functions that benefit us all:
• They are habitat for many species, including rare
species like orchids, carnivorous plants, leopard frogs,
whooping cranes and piping plover.
• They are a natural defense against algae blooms
in our lakes. Because plants growing in peat bogs use
phosphorous and nitrogen to grow, peat bogs filter out
the nutrients that fuel lake-killing explosions of algae.
Peat bogs also filter out other freshwater pollutants, such
as heavy metals.
• They serve as carbon sinks: globally peatlands store
an estimated 455 gigatonnes of carbon (twice the amount
stored in global forests). In Canada, annual emissions
from the peat horticultural industry are the equivalent of
240,000 cars.
When peat is mined, the entire area is drained, all the

Peat is a precious planetary
resource – a vital tool to preserve
the health of our waterways and the
temperature of our planet.
trees and vegetative matter are cleared and several metres
of peat that has accumulated over thousands of years is
essentially strip-mined.
It follows that to drain and then strip-mine these valuable
ecosystems for a few dollars, for private commercial
interest, is not in our best interest or the planet’s.
The peat industry in Canada has made advances in
partial reclamation of bogs, but even so, placing a mined
peat bog back to its original ecological integrity is
impossible. The biodiversity of a reclaimed pond is never
as rich.
Peguis First Nation’s traditional territory and
Community Interest Zone is in the vicinity of numerous
active and proposed peat mines. The community has

KEEPERS OF THE
SANCTUARY, INC.
3rd Floor, St. Norbert Arts
Centre, Guest House. Winnipeg

Relax, regenerate, re-align,
become revived, strengthen
your connection with your
Inner Divine, assist with
spiritual healing for all
humanity & the Earth. Connect
with like, Light-minded people.

Nu You Wellness
Ran-Lee Rhinas
• • •

Usui Reiki Master &
Holisitic Nutritionist

Live, Love & Be Happy

204-230-5606
First time Reiki clients: $25 for a one hour session
Located in Osborne, In home visits available

Regular Group Meditations:
Every Thursday 7:30–9:30pm.
Relax, realign & raise
your energy with sound,
silence & sharing.
$10 donation
Watch for our solstice and
equinox celebrations.

keepersofthesanctuary.com

(204) 231-3499
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Compost is the answer,
not strip-mining a vital ecosystem

A peat mine in a provincial park is no less absurd. It
would never be allowed in a national park!
Thanks to the many people who sent letters to
government officials and who showed up at the Manitoba
Legislature on World Wetlands Day on February 2, we
can be hopeful the peat mine in Hecla/Grindstone Park
will not be approved.
But Manitobans must be vigilant. We must demand
more of our government, and more of ourselves.
Many people use peat moss in their gardens, but few
think about where this substance comes from and the
impacts that extracting it might have. With a little bit of
research, many backyard gardeners would realize that
alternatives to peat exist.
Peat has little or no nutrient value, which is why
compost materials often work better as a soil enricher.
Using compost and other alternatives to peat whenever
possible reduces greenhouse gas
emissions on two fronts: emissions
from peat mining are avoided and so
are potent methane emissions from
landfills. Replacing peat with compost
is the type of innovative idea that holds
the potential to create jobs, protect
Manitoba’s ecosystems and reduce
Manitoba’s greenhouse gas emissions
at the same time.
Now there is
only so much
we can do in our
own back yard
– 90 percent of
Canadian peat
production is
exported – but
as the adage
goes “you need
to clean up
your own yard, before you ask your neighbours to do the
same.”
A coherent conservation strategy is needed, primarily
to protect peatlands, particularly in the southern half of
Manitoba. This would likely include purchasing back
rights from existing peat leaseholders. In tandem, the
development of a province-wide composting program
for reuse of household, industrial, and agricultural
organic refuse could be implemented to develop jobs
and alternatives to peatland destruction.
We can rethink peat mines in Manitoba. Protecting
peat is a wise investment. Peat is a precious planetary
resource which takes thousands of years to develop. It is
a vital tool to preserve the health of our waterways and
the temperature of our planet.
There simply must be a better way than strip-mining
peat from our public parks.
Photo: RAVEN

For Peat’s Sake!

been battling the mining branch and the issuance of
peat quarry permits and leases for eight years. Mike
Sutherland, an elected official with Peguis First Nation,
says: “Consultation representatives from mining
companies have offered Peguis First Nation compensation
equivalent to the royalties paid to the provincial mines
branch. I told them that there was no amount of money
that would cover the losses and the destruction to the land
due to the mining processes.”
Despite being promised by the provincial government
more than two years ago, a peat strategy is not set to
be released for public consultation until the end of this
February.
New peat mines in Manitoba are still being approved,
despite the enactment of the Save Lake Winnipeg Act
in June 2011, which the Manitoba government claimed
would protect Manitoba’s wetlands by, among other
things, “banning the
rapid expansion of
peat extraction from
wetlands” through a
moratorium on new
peat mine permits
under
Manitoba’s
Mines and Minerals
Act.
Yet the approvals
continue
because
there are pre-existing
peat quarry leases on
more than 30,000
hectares
(~75,000
acres) of Manitoba
peat land. Holders of these leases can still develop
new peat mines in these areas.
To put this into perspective, around 17,000 ha
(~42,000 acres) of peatland are currently being
used for peat moss extraction Canada-wide, and an
additional 5,000 ha (~12,500 acres) will be harvested
within the next ten years.
This means the total area of land in Manitoba with
registered peat quarry leases is nearly twice as large as
the total area now being harvested right across Canada.
If the intention of The Save Lake Winnipeg Act is to
ban the rapid expansion of peat extraction from wetlands,
then I am afraid the barn door was shut long after the
horses ran out.
It is not surprising then that the recent proposal to
strip-mine peat inside Hecla/Grindstone Provincial Park
raised the public ire.
Provincial parks like Hecla/Grindstone are intended to
be protected areas – places where natural ecosystems can
thrive and wildlife can be safe.
Manitobans want their parks free of industrial
development. The idea of mining anything, including
peat, inside a provincial park violates the very purpose
of a protected area.
To give an analogy: think of a school that styles itself as
a “bully-free protected zone” yet has designated areas in
the playground where bullying is still permitted. Bullyfree? Not so much.
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James Beddome is the leader of the Green Party of
Manitoba. He also is an environmental research
consultant and a part-time law student at the
University of Manitoba.
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Into the World
of Bees

Bees
Buzz buzz
All that furry fuzz
Black and yellow
Relaxed and mellow
Then zig, zag, here and there
Busy bugs laden with wares
Pockets of pollen hug their knees
Flying to the hive – ones, twos, threes
Bees’ lives are work, work, work from dawn to dusk

By KRISTI DORIAN
ast summer in my mom’s front yard full of purplebelled flowers, I watched with fascination as plump
bees wafted from flower to flower. As I gleefully took to
photographing their fat black butts and yellow-pocketed
legs sticking out of the flowers, my curiosity was
ignited. How does the pollen stay on their legs? How is
it converted to honey? How far do the bees range? How
do they find their way home?
Fortunately I knew of a bee hobbyist named John
Speer who inducted me into the world of bees one warm,
sunny day in Eastern Manitoba.
Built in 1881, the Speer family home sits on a quarter
section of land surrounded by farmers’ fields near
Oakbank. In 2002, John, his wife Usha and their three
children became the third generation of Speers to move
into the historic site.
Immediately, John started poking around the property
for inspiration. He wanted to carry on the tradition of
living off the land. Because the crop fields were leased
out to neighbouring farms, John tried tapping the
Manitoba maple trees for syrup. But that proved too
labour intensive and time consuming.
Finally in 2004, John found his passion. Bees.
Unlike crop farming, beekeeping didn’t require a large
outlay of money. And the property already had a history
of beekeeping.
In 1950, a local bee farmer had set up 30 hives at the
end of the Speer driveway. In return, the family received
a few large buckets of honey from the farmer every
season. Years later, when John was only a year old, his
father passed away, leaving a young wife and seven kids
to fend for themselves. The honey was a blessing to the
struggling family. John still remembers eating honey
sandwiches and what was fondly called gruel, a mixture
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of oats and honey.
Decades later, John was back on the family homestead
beginning his foray into the world of bees with an eightweek course at the University of Manitoba: Beekeeping
for the Hobbyist (still offered). And in another fullcircle twist, John also worked a summer with the same
bee company that had placed the hives at the end of his
family’s driveway.
By 2008 John was managing 20 hives which produced
5000 lbs of honey that year. He soon discovered that was
too much – time, honey and work. So he downsized the
operation and now manages just seven hives.
“I have a lot of respect for how
bees manage to survive and their
whole cohesiveness. When you
talk upwards of 50-60,000 bees,
they make collective decisions
for the health of the hive, which
is astonishing when you think
about it,” John says, “They have
that instinct hardwired into them
somehow. They recognize all
kinds of things that are important
about their survival. We are
really out of touch when we look
at how we ‘survive’ as a species.”

A Bee’s Life

John Speer

There are over 20,000 different types of bees and they
can be found all over the world. But it’s the seven species
of honeybees which most efficiently collect nectar and
make honey.
Bees are matriarchal societies that live in colonies
led by a queen bee. The queen bee, who can live up
to five years, constantly lays eggs – up to 2000 a day
to maintain the perfect number of workers in the hive.
Worker bees, also female, take care of everything else:
attending to the queen’s care (she’s so busy!), foraging
for food, guarding the hive, building wax cells, removing
the dead, cooling the hive if necessary, storing pollen
and nectar, feeding the babies, ripening the honey and
cleaning up the honeycomb cells. Phew! No wonder
their lifespan is a mere one to four months.
Male bees or drones, on the other hand, have one job
and one job only – to mate with any passing queen bee,
from their own hive or another if the queen will have
them. The males don’t do any gathering – only lots of
eating. They don’t do any clean up – but they
will make a mess. And they have no stingers.
Might sound like a good life, except they die after
Where Creativity,
successfully mating with a queen bee (following
a blissful explosion, certain male parts snap
Spirituality & the Body meet.
off while still attached to the queen). Drones
NOURISHING THE SOUL SERIES
who don’t catch the eye of a queen and survive
Transformational Dancing
are evicted from the hive in the winter, because
they’re a burden on its survival. Come spring,
A Powerful and Creative process to Move your Body, Free
replacement drones are reared.
your Spirit and Express yourself in a safe and nurturing way.
Move, Dance, Heal & Celebrate life to the fullest!
Life in the hive revolves around efficiency.
When the queen becomes injured or too old,
Dates: Sunday, March 4, 2012: Laughing out loud, seeing the humour in life
she’s murdered. Sounds harsh, but the welfare of
Sunday, April 29, 2012: Planting seeds of possibility
the colony comes first.
Thursday, June 21, 2012: Summer Solstice Celebration (7-9pm, location TBA)
The end begins when the worker bees sense
Location: 4-6pm at the Franco Manitobain Centre
the
queen’s impending downfall. They react by
340 Provencher Blvd (upstairs in the studio) Doors open at 3:45pm
packing
several egg-filled cells with a rich diet
Investment: $20 at the door (Bring a new friend & both get in for half price)
called
royal
jelly which transforms the worker bee
RSVP: Call or email to reserve your spot at free2be@mymts.net
cells into queen bee cells. This superfood spawns
queen bees that are bigger, better and longer-lived
Workshops in Spring 2012
than the average female worker bee.
A Couples Tune up: Deepening Intimacy...
When it’s close to hatching time, the failing
Making a good relationship even better.
queen
is ousted. And when the new queens
Discover the key ingredients that allows for intimacy to grow. Identify the
emerge they fight to the death, winner takes all.
different stages of your relationship, what your love language is and the most
common areas of conflict and how to work with them.
They even kill any unhatched queens. The victor
then mates with the drones. Laden with about five
When: Thursday, May 10th, 6:30pm-9:30pm & Friday, May 11th 9am-4pm
million sperm, she begins her lifelong work of
Investment: Early registration bonus $300 per couple before April 10, 2012 or
laying fertilized eggs.
$325 after. Space ltd...reserve your spot!
You may have seen those lopsided boxes piled
high (sometimes six or more) and scattered at the
edge of tree lines and fields. The bottom box is
called a brood chamber. This is where the eggs
Masters in Counselling Psychology
are laid and cared for in beeswax cells on the
www.souls-journey.com e: free2be@mymts.net
beekeeper’s wood framing. The boxes piled on
ph: (204) 475-5339
top of that are the “honey-supers”: this is where
the bees store the honey.

Calendula
Flower Power
Herbalist Rand Smith
bottles sunshine to soothe
damaged skin

W

innipeg herbalist Rand
Smith has captured the
healing power of the calendula
flower in a salve, and it’s landing on retailer’s shelves
from Winnipeg to Vancouver.
Graced by vibrant orange and yellow flowers, the
calendula plant (commonly called pot marigold) is
a member of the daisy family. It’s a hardy, quickgrowing flower that blooms mostly from spring to
fall. Rand says he has always been attracted by the
plant’s beauty and medicinal properties. Because
calendula captures the sun’s energy all summer
long, Rand feels like he’s harvesting that energy for
people to use during the dark and dry winters (and
year round, for that matter).
Rand’s company, River City Herbals, bottles that
sunshine in two products widely available in health
food stores: River City Herbals Calendula Ointment
and River City Herbals Om Lip Balm. Both are
made in Canada using certified organic calendula
flowers.
The calendula flower’s most popular medicinal
property is its soothing effect on irritated skin. As
a topical ointment, calendula has been successfully
used to treat burns, inflammation, dry and rough
skin, varicose veins, psoriasis, rashes, eczema and
diaper rash, to name but a few indications.
Ten years ago, Rand drew on his herbal expertise
to experiment with different combinations of plants
and flowers in order to alleviate his own dry, rough
“winter skin.” He hit on the successful calendula
formula and soon his friends and clients were
asking for the ointment themselves.
As demand grew, Rand took the operation out of the
kitchen and into the lab, expanding his production
facilities. He often hits the road now, doing demos
at retail stores and trade shows to spread the word –
or ointment, you might say.
You’ll find many testimonials and endorsements
from users and health professionals on Rand’s
website at rivercityherbals.com. I’ve been using the
salve myself on my dog’s severely rough, cracked
foot pads. When I began applying it at night, her
pads became dramatically softer and smoother
within a week. I’m also very particular about my
lip balm products. Rand’s calendula lip balm fits
right into my rigorous requirements for texture and
flavour.
On the side, you’ll find Rand
giving herbal tours and
lectures and volunteering as a
yoga instructor at the YMCA
and as a grounds keeper in
Assiniboine Park’s herbal
garden while educating people
about the wonderful world of
herbs.
You can contact Rand or
subscribe to his email newsletter
at info@rivercityherbals.com
or 204-888-0888.

Photo: Anthony Fernando

When worker bees out in the field discover an area
rich in nectar, they return to the hive to dance “the
waggle dance,” a series of movements and figure eights
that involves lots of rear-end wiggling to communicate
the location and distance from the nectar lode.
Reinforcements are sent and the bees get busy.
On their way back to the hive, the bees store the runny,
moisture-rich liquid nectar in their second stomach
(yep they have two!) where enzymes are mixed in,
BEES continued on page 17
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Circular

Improve Balance, Concentration
Co-Ordination & Reduce Stress

Cynthia M. Jones

Susan Nash
(204) 896-9174

204-391-2078
weallcomehome@gmail.com
www.weallcomehome.com

Starwalker Studios

JILLIAN

Spiritual Medium / Psychic
Phone readings & Home Parties

1- 204-231-4945
starwalkerstudios@gmail.com
WWW.TAROTBYSTARWALKER.COM

u Styl Taiji

“An Ancient Art for Modern Life”

Body, Mind, & Spirit
Therapist / Consultant / Teacher
Life Style Consultant

Advice from the Ascended Masters
Tarot Card Readings
Psychometry

greyowl5 @ yahoo.com

Tarot, Psychic Readings,
Hypnosis, E.F.T.,
Consultant,
Classes available.
Doctorate in Clinical Hypnotherapy

Catherine (Cathy) Holmes
(204) 888-7053

Tai Chi & Qigong
Group Rates Available

Winnipeg Spiritualist Church
1551 Arlington St., Winnipeg, MB R2X1V2
Sunday Services
10:15 AM Healing & Aura Cleansing
11:15 AM Prayer, Mediation, Clairvoyance
Specializing in Personalized Wedding
& Funeral Services

204.589.6771

A. Morgan Willacy Comrie
MHA Certified, Hypnosis Therapist

Specialist in hypnosis for fears, anxiety, stress,
relaxation, weight loss, smoking, pain,
study and learning

“Unlock Your Potential”
T (204) 781-1233
hypnosishealing@mts.net
www.hypnosishealingwinnipeg.com

The Phenomenal Soul

Women’s Weekend Getaway

TERRI

Business Associate

April 20-22, 2012

SUNRIDER INTERNATIONAL
Creates a Healthy Lifestyle

Trish Baldwin
Facilitator

For full
details/pricing
and to register, visit:
ThePhenomenalSoul.com

Ph: 1-204-256-2714 • Cell: 510-1665
Toll Free: 1-866-839-2272
E-mail: ttysowski@hotmail.com www.sunrider.com

Bernice Blackburn

Ranjit Rai B.A.M.S. M.D. (Alternative Medicine) (India)
Ayurvedic Practitioner & Lecturer

Cell: 204-295-4846 Office: 204-417-3846
20 years of
Experience

Email: drrairanjeet@yahoo.com
Web: www.winnipegayurvediccentre.ca

1009 Southwood Ave., Winnipeg, MB R3T 1J7

RAVEN
Photography Products & Art Forms
(204) 389-4803

Ayurvedic
Supplements

Shiro Dhara

(Stress Management)

Joint & Pain
Management

Ayurvedic Massage
(Abhyanga)
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Box 213, Sandy Hook, MB R0C 2W0

Remember to update your files, The Aquarian Newspaper has new contact information, see page 2.
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SPIRITUALITY & RELIGION

Who or What is the Spiritualist
Fellowship Church?

300 Arlington Street near Portage Ave (Unity Church)
Sunday evening service 7 – 9 p.m.
March 18 All-Message and Drumming Service $5.00
222-0071
rimack@mts.net
www.spiritualistfellowshipchurch.org

We are a non-denominational fellowship of
like-minded individuals who meet to grow
spiritually, guided by The Seven Principles
of Spiritualism. We welcome all who come
in a spirit of unity, harmony and oneness –
wherever they are on their life journey.

CRYSTALS & SHOPS
Over 4000 pieces of jewellery

Aromatherapy, incense, books

1000’s of crystals & stones

Cards, journals, sacred objects

Fossils, amber, wands, candles

Crystal bowls, chimes, Feng Shui

Relaxation & meditation music,

Goddesses, angels, fairies, Wicca

284-4231
7-875 Corydon Ave.
Between Lilac & Wentworth

www.radiancegifts.com

EDUCATION
Discovering the Power Within; Healing
the past & connecting with power ful
inner resources. John is very excited
about this seminar and how it has assisted
so many people in their own personal
growth. It may well be the most powerful
growth experience of our time. Alter your
life in the most positive, permanent and
profound way imaginable. This two and a
half day seminar will change the way you

see yourself forever. You will uncover your
very essence, polish it up and make it shine
with brilliance. Heal the past in the privacy
of your own mind. This seminar combines
modern accelerated change techniques
with ancient Shamanic wisdom. If you are
interested in personal growth and gaining
control of your life, this seminar is for you. A
recent participant said, “I’ve been to other
workshops and during the workshops I felt

The Magic of Body-Mind Communication©
The Language of Body-Mind communication is
universal. It is the Soul communicating its experience of what it is like to be in a Human body.
This ‘ language’, through body chemistry, recognizes no nationality or doctrine. It only seeks to
impart Love, Compassion and Understanding to
be experienced as a Good Healthy Life.©
Every word we speak and every feeling or
thought we have is a voice within us trying to tell
us something. We need to learn to listen to these
messages of communication within our own

Advertise in the Aquarian ~ SPECIAL Deals in 2012
Deadline for the JUNE SUMMER issue is MAY 1st, 2012.

Module 1: “The Art of Reading Faces”

Carol Radway, B.A.
25 Years of Experience with
Spiritual Counselling Modalities:

Join us on Sunday, April 29, 2012
for our All-Message Service.

Past Life Regressions
Parental Merging Therapy
Sufism and Channeled Readings
Chakra Readings and Healings
The Couple’s Journey
Check www.carolradway.com

Call 204-786-6585

••

Services held at 10:30 a.m.
1st and 3rd Sundays of the month
(Closed July & August)

The Sunova Centre

West St. Paul Rec. Centre
(North perimeter between
Main and McPhillips)

(204) 390-6609

We look forward to helping
you Spiritually grow!
Seminars and classes available.

March 23-25, 2012. Please call
John Tozeland at 204 229-5734
www.trance-action.com

“Body Mind Analysis”
“The Language of the Hands”
“Emotional Anatomy”
“Psychosomatic Practitioner”
Certificate III

For further information, contact:
Monique L. Dorge BHEc, BEd
Diploma of Teaching
Psychosomatic Therapy
204-254-8563 • hunakane@shaw.ca • www.holisticpractitionersnetwork.com

The Spiritualist
Church of The Light
We are a Spiritualist Church following
The Seven Principals as acknowledged
by The Spiritualist Church of Canada.
Our church is based on healing.

Feng Shui

Module 2:
Module 3:
Module 4:
Module 5:

body-mind to understand ourselves.
Professional and Personal Growth Courses
Each of the following empowers the creation of
an understanding of the true identity of self and
others. This gives each person a greater opportunity for more sensitive communication and
understanding of each other, to create a better,
more productive and progressive worldly existence.

changes, but when I got home and back
into `the real world’ - mine anyway - old
ways and feelings soon returned. But with
this workshop, the changes I felt during
that weekend are still with me. I feel they
are permanent changes this time.”

new aquarian column

MOSAIC
Wanted:

Your Aquarian Six-Word Story
This, it is thought, was the first “six word story.”
“F
Its author, the famously laconic Ernest Hemingway.
or sale: baby shoes, never used.”

Lately, the six-word story has gone viral, thanks to
the “six-word memoir” project of Smith Magazine
(sixwordmemoirs.com) and a host of copycats, from
freelance creative guy Pete Berg’s sixwordstories.net
to Oprah.
And now us. We’d like to print your six-word stories
or memoirs in the first edition of a new Aquarian
column, Mosaic, which will debut in our next issue.
There’s a twist. We’re looking for six-word stories
with an Aquarian theme. By that we mean the kinds
of progressive, “Age of Aquarius” themes and subjects
we routinely cover in the paper: spirituality, holistic
healing, sustainability, social justice... “I came. I saw.
Still unenlightened.” That kind of stuff. We also take
“teaching stories,” as in: “What goes around comes
around. Mostly.”
Send us your Aquarian six-word stories/memoirs –
more than one story per person is more than fine – with
your full name (unless you want to be anonymous) to
mosaic@aquarianonline.com.
“You write. We read. Possibly publish!”
We won’t edit them for length.
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TURNING TWENTY
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1993

Celebrating The Aquarian, 1993 — End of the World
This December, as the world teeters toward a sudden end (as popular misconceptions of the
Mayan calendar would have it), The Aquarian begins its twentieth year of publication.
We’re so excited, we’re starting the celebration right now.
We’ve got the ball rolling with a retrospective of early Aquarian covers and some
testimonials from fans and advertisers.

Tell Us Your Story

‘95

Now it’s your turn – not to burnish our egos, but to share your personal Aquarian-related stories.
Has The Aquarian changed your life? A change of philosophy, of lifestyle, career, coffee brand, meditation
practice, sex? Has our paper – our stories, our ads – helped foster a transformative change in your neck of the
Aquarian woods, be it holistic healing, spirituality, activism or any of the other fields that inform these pages?
Send your 150 to 300-word story to turning20@aquarianonline.com. Your submission (not to be confused
with the “six-word Aquarian stories” we’re soliciting on page 10) may be edited for length and clarity.
Let the celebration of us and you begin.

A Beacon of Light

lmost two decades ago, I opened up an issue of The
Aquarian newspaper and was drawn to a specific
A
spiritual workshop at the time. This workshop ended up
changing my life. It was there that I met a dear and cherished
friend, Barb, and my life partner and husband of 17 years.
Your paper over the past 20 years has grown to become
a beacon for our Winnipeg and Manitoba communities,
highlighting what is going on spiritually, and has offered an
amazing networking opportunity that has interconnected
many likeminded people.
As an advertiser, I have been personally blessed to
meet and work with many wonderful people on their own
spiritual journey who were drawn to my workshops and
healing work over the years, and for this I am grateful.
Thanks for being the beacon of light that draws so many
likeminded people together in such a seamless and powerful
way. Here’s to many more years of writing, sharing and
shedding light on ways we can heal our world.
With appreciation and gratitude,
D’Arcy Bruning-Haid
Therapist, writer & facilitator of
Nourishing the Soul workshops

A Boon to Holistic Business

he Aquarian has played a large and successful role
in educating the people of Winnipeg on holistic and
Talternative
health options, as well as showing them where
they can find such services. From the perspective of a
wholistic health professional, The Aquarian has always
been supportive of my practice, and we have gained many
referrals as a result of their promotions.
Dr. Darlene Bouchard, DMS
Kas-Sky Wholistic Health Care Centre

C

Prophets of the Inevitable

ongratulations. Thanks for being there. When I first
came to Winnipeg my organizers, Anna and BarbaraAnn, strongly encouraged me to advertise in The Aquarian.
I’m very glad I did. I love Winnipeg and particularly the

participants in my workshops. They were the perfect kind
of people for the work that I present.
Please keep up the good work of informing your
community of work that is becoming more “mainstream”
than ever. I honestly feel its due to publications like yours
that have “kept the faith” that these important changes now
seem inevitable.
Tamara Penn
RIHR   MBW

I

‘97

‘98

Good Things Get Better With Age

remember starting my freelance graphic design
business, and one of the first jobs I did was a small ad
for The Aquarian. Goods things just get better with age!
Congratulations on 20 years!
Manny Martins-Karman
Arbonne Independent Consultant

T

Serving a Common Goal

‘99

he Aquarian newspaper came into my life as I was
taking my children to the local library when it was
first published in 1993. It has remained a great source of
current events and local contributions while I developed
on my own journey of self growth. When I was seeking
an opportunity to grow in knowledge, The Aquarian
just by coincidence would happen to have an article or
product that would assist me.
Through local trade shows I have met the publishers and
recently I met Kristi, the current owner. This is an exciting
time in the industry of Natural Healing as newspapers such
as The Aquarian promote a wide variety of perceptions of
the common goal of personal wellbeing. I have enjoyed
both advertising in and the reading of this collection of like
minded people.
At this time I wish Kristi and her staff all the success
and joy in the continued publishing of The Aquarian and to
expand in contributions of articles, advertising and available
pick-up locations.
Cynthia Jones
We All Come Home

2001

Smoker’S HypnoSiS CliniC

1000s of Quitters Since 1990
Call June @ 204-237-4511

20 Years Studying Kundalini Yoga
hoteac@gmail.com ~ www.caep.info
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Accepting the
Unacceptable
It’s all how you
look at it
By ALAN COHEN

I

have been a vegetarian for many

A SOUL’S JOURNEY
Individual &
Couples Counselling
Specializing In:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mind/Body Therapies
Grief, Fear & Anger
Healing the Past
Sexual Abuse
Treatment of Anxiety & Panic
Working with Illness & Cancer
Improving Relationships &
Communication
• Stress, Depression & Self Confidence
• Finding Meaning & Purpose in Life
For those who are ready to go beyond “Talk Therapy”
to discover their emotions & passion for life.

www.souls-journey.com

(MA Counselling Psych.)

TEL 475-5339
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From the Heart
peace. For a long time I have struggled
with the notion of predation. I would stand
on a hill looking at the ocean, viewing a
magnificent peaceful vista, inspiring by
all accounts. Then I considered that at
this very moment billions and trillions of
sea animals were eating each other, big
fish attacking little fish, and bigger fish
attacking the big fish. What a horrible
universe! I have rarely been able to resolve
predation with my pacifistic view of life.
Yet as I watched the dogs enjoying their
bones, I recalled a Course in Miracles
lesson: “Let all things be exactly as
they are.” Letting things be as they are
yields more peace than resisting. Try as I might, I will
never get ocean (or land) creatures to stop eating each
other. On some level that is a natural order. I don’t
understand it or agree with it. But God didn’t ask for
my understanding or agreement on lots of things. The
universe has its own idea of how it’s supposed to be,
regardless of my opinion.
Then I consider the great and powerful animals who
live on grasses. Horses, cows, and elephants maintain
large, muscular, healthy bodies simply by eating grass.
They are the most peaceful in the animal kingdom.
I hear “experts” tell us how much animal protein we
humans need, and I laugh. No one told the elephant.
Each of us, in our own way, must come to peace
with what we are and they way things are. Conditions
and situations do not weaken you. Resistance does.
Saying “this should be otherwise” wears down your
batteries and fixes blinders on your vision. Shifting
your attention to what empowers you recharges your
batteries and expands your vision. “A mind is like a
parachute – it functions only when open.”
Allowing things to be the way they are does not
mean that you do not seek change or that you must
condone abusive situations. There are plenty of things
in our individual and collective lives that could use
improvement. A fatalistic attitude is as damaging as a
resistant one. So change what is not working or could
be better, but do it from a sense of vision and joy about
what could be rather than a sense of damning what is.
What you condemn you continue. Focus on where you
want to go rather than what you want to get away from.
Intellectually, I don’t understand life. But I
understand joy, an experience that proceeds from the
heart and the spirit rather than the mind. When I keep
my tuner set on the frequency of inner peace, my life
has meaning. “Dog” is “God” spelled backward. I’ll
just chew on that for a while.

years for all kinds of reasons:
health, morality, energy, ecology,
and on and on. I don’t think everyone
should be a vegetarian, and I have never proselytized.
I think everyone should follow their own body’s
guidance toward food that works for them. I just
know what works for me.
When Dee and I grew a family of dogs, we decided
to feed them meat. That was a big decision for us,
since we had never had meat in the house. But we
love our “kids,” and we want them to be happy. Why
impose our diet on them? So we buy them canned
dog food and cook meat for them.
Then our vet recommended we get our dogs a
certain type of bone to chew on, which helps to keep
their teeth clean. Again we had resistance, since
meat on bones is even grosser than meat wrapped
in cellophane at the grocery store. But we did it.
The dogs loved it like cats love catnip! They spent
hours gnawing on the bones and hiding them in the
backyard. Some of the bones resurfaced time and
again over months, looking like ancient relics, and
likewise treasured. Every time I saw the blackened,
decayed artifacts I would grit my teeth. Gross.
Yesterday we got the kids a new shipment of bones.
This morning I came downstairs after meditating,
and found all the dogs lined up in a neat line on the
lawn, each chewing on their new treasure, all in a
state of total delight.
This time, however, perhaps because my mind
was at peace after meditating, my reaction was
completely different. Instead of reacting against their
carnivorous behavior and judging it, I took delight
in their delight. The dogs were exuding extreme joy,
and I felt that with them. Somehow the frequency on
my tuner of perception had shifted, and I met them
on an entirely different level of experience, far more
pleasing than upset or resistance. I sat for a long time
watching and enjoying. What a difference.
Miracles represent shifts in perception, so we
might say that I experienced a miracle. I moved from
a terrible world of predation and fear to one of inner Alan Cohen is the author of many popular
inspirational books, including the newly-released
Enough Already: The Power of
Radical Contentment. Join Alan
for in-depth Life Coach Training –
beginning September 1, 2012 – to
become a professional life coach or
apply coaching skills to your career
or life. For more information about
this program and Alan’s other books
and free daily inspirational quotes
via email, visit www.alancohen.com,
email info@alancohen.co or phone
1‑808‑572-0001.
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POVERTY continued from page 4
provincial governments collectively spent $17 million,
though it was initially supposed to have cost only a few
million.
Meant to last several more years, the program came
to a quick halt in 1978 when an economic recession hit
Canada. The recession had caused prices to increase 10
per cent each year, so payouts to families under Mincome
had increased accordingly.
Trudeau’s Liberals, already on the defensive for an
overhaul of Canada’s employment insurance system,
killed the program and withheld any additional money to
analyze the data that had been amassed.
“It’s hugely unfortunate and typical of the strange
ways in which government works that the data was
never analyzed,” says Ron Hikel who coordinated the
Mincome program. Hikel now works in the United States
to promote universal healthcare reform.
“Government officials opposed [to Mincome] didn’t
want to spend more money to analyze the data and show
what they already thought: that it didn’t work,” says
Hikel, who remains a strong proponent of guaranteed
income programs.
“And the people who were in favour of Mincome were
worried because if the analysis was done and the data
wasn’t favourable then they would have just spent another
million dollars on analysis and be even more embarrassed.”
But Forget has culled some useful info from Manitoba
labour data. Her research confirms numerous positive
consequences of the program.
Initially, the Mincome program was conceived as a
labour market experiment. The government wanted to
know what would happen if everybody in town received
a guaranteed income, and specifically, they wanted to
know whether people would still work.
It turns out they did.
Only two segments of Dauphin’s labour force worked
less as a result of Mincome – new mothers and teenagers.
Mothers with newborns stopped working because they
wanted to stay at home longer with their babies. And
teenagers worked less because they weren’t under as
much pressure to support their families.
The end result was that they spent more time at school
and more teenagers graduated. Those who continued to
work were given more opportunities to choose what type
of work they did.
“People didn’t have to take the first job that came
along,” says Hikel. “They could wait for something better
that suited them.”
For some, it meant the opportunity to land a job to help
them get by.
When Doreen and Hugh Henderson arrived in
Dauphin in 1970 with their two young children they were
broke. Doreen suggested moving from Vancouver to her
hometown because she thought her husband would have
an easier time finding work there. But when they arrived,
things weren’t any better.

www.aquarianonline.com
“My husband didn’t have a very good job and I couldn’t
find work,” she told The Dominion by phone from
Dauphin.
It wasn’t until 1978, after receiving Mincome payments
for two years, that her husband finally landed janitorial
work at the local school, a job he kept for 28 years.
“I don’t know how we would have lived without
[Mincome],” said Doreen.“I don’t know if we would have
stayed in Dauphin.”
Although the Mincome experiment was intended to
provide a body of information to study labour market
trends, Forget discovered that Mincome had a significant
effect on people’s well being. Two years ago, the professor
The government wanted to know what
would happen if everybody in town received
a guaranteed income, and specifically, they
wanted to know whether people would still
work. It turns out they did.

started studying the health records of Dauphin residents
to assess the impacts of the program.
In the period that Mincome was administered, hospital
visits dropped 8.5 per cent. Fewer people went to the
hospital with work-related injuries and there were fewer
emergency room visits from car accidents and domestic
abuse. There were also far fewer mental health visits.
It’s not hard to see why, says Forget.
“When you walk around a hospital, it’s pretty clear that
a lot of the time what we’re treating are the consequences
of poverty,” she says.
Give people financial independence and control over
their lives and these accidents and illnesses tend to
dissipate, says Forget. In today’s terms, an 8.5 per cent
decrease in hospital visits across Canada would save the
government $4 billion annually, by her calculations. And
$4 billion is the amount that the federal government is
currently trying to save by slashing social programming
and arts funding.
Having analyzed the health data, Forget is now working
on a cost-benefit analysis to see what a guaranteed
income program might save the federal government if
it were implemented today. She’s already worked with
a Senate committee investigating a guaranteed income
program for all low-income Canadians.
The Canadian government’s sudden interest in
guaranteed income programs doesn’t surprise Forget.
Every 10 or 15 years there seems to be a renewed
interest in getting Guaranteed Income (GI) programs
off the ground, according to Saskatchewan social work
professor James Mulvale. He’s researched and written
extensively about guaranteed income programs and is
also part the Canadian chapter of the Basic Income Earth
Network, a worldwide organization that advocates for
guaranteed income.

GI programs exist in countries like Brazil, Mexico,
France and even the state of Alaska.
Although people may not recognize it, subtle forms
of guaranteed income already exist in Canada, says
Mulvale, pointing to the child benefit tax, guaranteed
income for seniors and the modest GST/HST rebate
program for low-income earners.
However, a wider-reaching guaranteed income
program would go a long way in decreasing poverty, he
says.
Mulvale is in favour of a “demo-grant” model of GI
that would give automatic cash transfers to everybody in
Canada. This kind of plan would also provide the option
of taxing higher-income earners at the end of the year so
poorer people receive benefits.
A model such as this has a higher chance of broad
support because it goes out to everybody, according
to Mulvale. GI can also be administered as a negative
income tax to the poor, meaning they’d receive an
amount of money back directly in proportion to what
they make each year.
“GI by itself wouldn’t eliminate poverty but it would go
a heck of a long way to decrease the extent of poverty in
this country,” says Mulvale.
Conservative senator Hugh Segal has been the biggest
supporter of this kind of GI, claiming it would eliminate
the social assistance programs now administered by
the provinces and territories. Rather than having a
separate office to administer child tax benefits, welfare,
unemployment insurance and income supplement for
seniors, they could all be rolled into one GI scheme.
It would also mean that anybody could apply for
support. Many people fall through the cracks under
the current welfare system, says Forget. Not everybody
can access welfare and those who can are penalized for
going to school or for working a job since the money they
receive from welfare is then clawed back.
If a guaranteed income program can target more
people and is more efficient than other social assistance
programs, then why doesn’t Canada have such a program
in place already? Perhaps the biggest barrier is the
prevalence of negative stereotypes about poor people.
“There’s very strong feelings out there that we shouldn’t
give people money for nothing,” Mulvale says.
Guaranteed income proponents aren’t holding their
breaths that they’ll see such a program here anytime
soon, but they are hopeful that one day Canada will
consider the merits of guaranteed income.
The cost would be “not nearly as prohibitive to do
as people imagine it is,” says Forget. “A guaranteed
minimum income program is a superior way of delivering
social assistance. The only thing is that it’s of course
politically difficult to implement.”
Vivian Belik is a Manitoba-raised freelance journalist
based in Whitehorse.
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FORKS continued from page 1
improved when they adopted a low fat, whole foods,
plant-based diet – a diet high in fruits, vegetables, grains
and seeds – but with no meat, processed foods, dairy,
eggs or oil. We follow some of the patients and watch
their cholesterol, blood pressure and cardiovascular
inflammation drop.
“Forks Over Knives” tells us also how collusion
between big agribusiness and the FDA has put unhealthy
foods on the plates of American schoolchildren, how it
has corrupted the Food Pyramid we are all familiar with.
We’re told a bit about the environmental damage, too,
and the suffering inherent in animal agriculture.
But mostly we learn about the research of several
physicians and scientists, notably Drs. Caldwell Esselstyn
and Colin Campbell.

Like many advocacy films, “Forks
Over Knives” sometimes exaggerates
its claims. One wonders where the
fact–checkers were.
Esselstyn, at the Cleveland Clinic, prescribes a low
fat, whole foods, plant-based diet to patients with serious
heart disease. In a study published in the Journal of
Family Practice, he reports that the diet halted the
advancement of the disease in 11 of 18 patients; four even
showed evidence of disease regression. Clearly cardiac
patients would be hard-pressed to do better than follow
Esselstyn’s advice.
Colin Campbell’s work is more fundamental. A
nutritional biochemist at Cornell, he is most famous
as leader of the 20 year China-Cornell-Oxford study.
Tracking diet, lifestyle and disease in 6500 people across
65 rural Chinese counties, some 8000 correlations
between diet and disease were found. While the
interpretation of much of the data is contentious, the study
indisputably showed that diseases like heart disease,
diabetes and cancer are rarer in regions of China where
consumption of animal products is low than in regions
where it is high. Without a doubt, eating low on the food
chain is good for our health.
For all of the good information in “Forks Over Knives,”
there are some serious problems.
Like many advocacy films, “Forks Over
Knives” sometimes exaggerates its claims. The
interpretations of the scientific and clinical data
are often open to question and are sometimes, to
a scientifically trained viewer, clearly in error.
Most of the errors are minor, but some have serious
implications. One wonders where the fact-checkers
were.
One example is the claim that animal proteins
cause cancer.

Jani Janzen
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A substantial amount of time in the film is spent on
this issue, despite the fact that a quick read of the original
papers reveals a fatal flaw in the thesis. The problem
is that something else the experimenters included was
causing the cancer.
Yes, unfortunate rats were fed diets containing either
high (20% of calories) or low (5% of calories) amounts of
the milk protein casein and, yes, there were differences
in the number of cancerous lesions they developed. But,
very significantly, the rats were also given daily doses of
aflatoxin, one of the most potent carcinogens known –
and a compound with severe immediate effects as well.
No matter how one looks at it, ignoring even interspecies
differences (and ethical concerns), one cannot demonstrate
that a protein causes cancer in animals who are being
concurrently dosed with a major carcinogen.
In fact, the people who did the original work knew this.
They were not attempting to test whether casein was a
carcinogen, but were interested, rather, in the possibility
that variations in dietary protein might protect against
aflatoxin’s short-term effects.
Besides being a major carcinogen, aflatoxin can very
quickly cause necrosis of the liver, i.e., it kills liver cells.
What the scientists found was that the high protein diet
was protective; it prevented this damage to the liver. All
30 of the aflatoxin-dosed rats fed the high casein diet
survived the full year of the study; in contrast, of the 30
rats on the low protein diet, 18 died. The dead exhibited
the signs of severe liver damage typical of aflatoxin
poisoning. Thus, the most likely explanation for the
higher levels of cancer in the rats eating the high casein
diet is that the protein somehow kept the liver cells alive
long enough to succumb to the carcinogenic effect of that
daily dose of aflatoxin. That those on the low protein
diet developed fewer cancers may well indicate that their
liver cells were too sick even to divide, a prerequisite for
becoming cancerous.
All of this may seem academic. But credibility matters
when we’re trying to convince others to change their
diets. It is far better to report accurate information than
to mislead people with interpretations that are highly
unlikely to be correct. While red and processed meats
are indeed associated with increased cancer, it is far more
likely that this is due to additives in the meat (put there
intentionally or through the environment) than it is to any
carcinogenic activity of meat protein itself.
The second example of an exceptionally poorly
substantiated claim in “Forks Over Knives” is potentially
more serious. Taken to heart by seriously ill people, it
could cost lives.
While the film doesn’t explicitly state it, the implication
is made that breast cancer, once diagnosed, might be
cured by the adoption of a plant-based diet. The claim is
based on the case of a single person who, after a double
mastectomy, adopted a whole foods, plant-based diet
along with a strenuous exercise regime and has remained
healthy ever since. The probability that such a regimen
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will cure the vast majority of diagnosed breast cancers
is near zero. Cancers involve changes in the genetic
makeup of cells, such that the cells no longer respond to
signals to stop growing. For the vast majority of cancers,
dietary changes will not somehow make them responsive

Low fat, whole food, plant–based
diets do reverse type 2 diabetes in
many people;
and they alleviate and sometimes
reverse heart disease as well.
to those signals again.
It is understandable that persons who have made
changes to their diets and obtained spontaneous (or
otherwise) remissions often credit the changes they made
with “curing” their disease. An Internet search turns up
highly disparate dietary choices people with cancer have
made – ranging from raw vegan to high meat “paleo”
diets – all of which the individuals claim saved their
lives. The point to remember is that we don’t hear from
those who made similar choices and died.
That said, if you are ill with cancer, it is probably good for
you to adopt a whole foods, plant-based diet. But don’t forgo
conventional treatment. Low fat, whole food, plant-based
diets do reverse type 2 diabetes in many people; and they
alleviate and sometimes reverse heart disease as well. There
is strong scientific evidence for this, especially diabetes.
But cancers are very different. Relying on diet alone after
diagnosis is very probably a very bad idea.
For the rest of us, the best approach is to adopt a
whole foods, plant-based diet now, before we develop
any of these diseases. By adopting such a diet, one is
substantially reducing the chances of developing the
diseases at all.
And of course, health is not the only reason to leave
animal products behind. Widespread adoption of plant–
based diets would substantially slow global warming. It
would reduce nitrogen and phosphorus runoffs that are
causing dead zones at the mouths of our rivers and prevent
the overfishing-driven collapse of ocean ecosystems.
We’d be able to feed many more people off of a lot less
land. And we’d spare literally tens of billions of animals
each and every year from lives of hellish torture. It’s
a slam dunk case, really. And, as a bonus, on average,
personal health would be substantially improved.
So pay attention to the message of “Forks Over Knives.”
It’s important stuff. Just be careful about accepting at
face value every claim they make.
David Steele is a molecular
biologist and President of
Earthsave Canada (earthsave.ca).
His piece was originally published
in Canada EarthSaver.
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ACUPUNCTURE continued from page 1
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caused the former co-owner of Symmetry Massage
Therapy to rethink his business plan. He would now
need to accommodate a higher volume of clients
attracted by treatment prices nearly 50 percent lower
than at typical non-community acupuncture clinics.
This also meant Paul could create additional jobs, and
he has: two more acupuncturists on staff since opening
his clinic, which now has the capacity to stay open into
the evening several days a week and on Saturdays.
“The old way, in a traditional style clinic, we could
see maybe six clients per day, five days a week –
maybe about 30 treatments – just enough work for
one acupunk,” Paul explains. “With the CA model,
we now schedule up to 112 treatments, keeping three
acupuncturists busy, with room to grow to 150 before
we have to add more hours.

Community acupuncture (CA) is not yet a decade old.
During its formative years from 2004 to 2006, a group
of acupuncturists led by Lisa Rohleder of Working
Class Acupuncture were the first to apply the nascent
principles of CA in their clinic in Portland, Oregon – as
well as coin the term “acupunk.”There was a feeling at
the time that alternative health modalities were being
priced out of the reach of the average working class
person. When the recession hit, it only got worse.
As the number of newly minted acupunks and
community acupuncture clinics grew, the Peoples
Organization of Community Acupuncture (POCA)
was formed as a guiding (but not regulatory) body,
publishing newsletters, pamphlets and posters, and
spreading the word amidst the complementary healing
community worldwide.
The intent of POCA is to increase the number of people
getting acupuncture treatment at a more affordable
price. The higher volume of patients enables more and
more acupunks to develop a sustainable practice. Many
CA clinics run on a sliding scale. Straight to the Point
charges $35 for the initial consultation and treatment
and $25 thereafter. Herbal medicines, if prescribed, are
extra. The low cost encourages patients to commit to a
treatment plan that addresses a chronic health concern
over a short period of time.
“In China, acupuncture is rarely a once a week or
once a month type of treatment” says Paul. “It’s done

daily, for three days, five days, whatever is needed to get
a patient’s health moving in the right direction.”
cupuncture is one of the oldest, simplest and
safest forms of healthcare and has officially been
recognized by such prestigious bodies as the World
Health Organization. In Manitoba, there is no regulation
or certification of acupuncture. But some practitioners,
like Paul and the other acupunks on his staff choose to
be licensed by certification bodies in other provinces so
they can qualify as insurable services.
No one knows exactly how acupuncture works; the
correct placement of thin stainless steel needles at key
acu-points along the body’s energy meridians by a
trained practitioner seems to stimulate the body’s selfhealing and self-regulating mechanisms.
Acupuncture treats a wide range of problems, maladies
and chronic health concerns without known negative
side effects, other than the occasional slight pinch
when a needle is inserted or a rare drop of blood
when a needle is removed. There are rare cases
of infection or
serious disease
t ra nsm ission,
but only when
acupuncture
is
practised
improperly
and
needles
are reused or
improperly
sterilized. At
ST T PCA,
every needle
comes in a
sterile tube and
is never reused
– not even
on the same
patient.
Acupuncture
treatments
can
help
manage chronic health conditions such as diabetes,
hypertension and arthritis, reduce muscle and soft
tissue pain, increase energ y a nd improve mood,
reduce stress, provide better sleep and enhance a
person’s general well-being.
In fact, patients at STTPCA typically are so relaxed
during their treatment that often they fall asleep in
their recliner chairs. The low tones of conversation,
soft music, and the near painless nature of the
treatment work together with the enhanced levels of qi
(pronounced chee), or life energy, that are believed to
result when more than one person receives a treatment
at the same time. Even in a busy, noisy setting like the
Wellness Expo at the Convention Centre this winter
where STTPCA had eight active treatment chairs, many
of their 90+ clients that weekend had a cat-nap during
treatment. The sight of eight people with acupuncture
needles in their arms, legs, hands, feet and faces
drew quite a few spectators, many of whom
promptly signed up for the next available chair.
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STTPCA’s grand opening special this January at their
expanded new Sherbrook St. location was a fundraiser
for Winnipeg Harvest. All treatments were paid for
with donations to the food bank: Paul is passionate
about the benefits of a healthy diet.
“Health is being able to have a good balance between
fulfilling and meaningful work, eating great food,
exercising or moving in a way you enjoy and spending
some time with friends,” Paul says. “Getting massage,
acupuncture and taking herbs rights some of the
imbalances that old injuries and habits have created.
Get lots of rest. Be sociable....All this brings health.”
And in keeping with the community acupuncture
ethos, Paul adds: “I think that healthy people are a
cornerstone of a healthy community. Healthier people
have the energy to be better citizens.”
Revolution means change, and the practice of
community acupuncture has changed the way many
clinics worldwide – and at least one in Winnipeg – are
doing business. The revolution is happening, one thin
stainless steel needle at a time.
Winnipeg writer Susan Hurrell is fascinated by
connection, community and coincidence. Straight to
the Point Community Acupuncture is located at 83-B
Sherbrook St. (453-7100, sttpca.com).
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n its most recent review of the clinical literature on
acupuncture (Acupuncture: Review And Analysis
Of Reports on Controlled Clinical Trials, 2003), the
World Health Organization concluded that the
prickly Chinese art “has been proved – through
controlled trials – to be an effective treatment” for
over two dozen “diseases, symptoms or conditions,”
ranging from adverse reactions to radiotherapy or
chemotherapy, depression and headache to high
blood pressure, rheumatoid arthritis and stroke.
It also concluded that dozens more diseases,
symptoms and conditions can be legitimately treated
with acupuncture, because the scientific evidence,
while weaker, is good enough considering the safety
of acupuncture.
“Generally speaking,” WHO’s experts wrote,
“acupuncture treatment is safe if it is performed
properly by a well-trained practitioner. Unlike many
drugs, it is non-toxic, and adverse reactions are
minimal.”
How safe and effective? Says WHO: “acupuncture
is comparable with morphine preparations in its
effectiveness against chronic pain, but without the
adverse effects of morphine, such as dependency.”
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Tuesday in Gimli if we can.
Call Frederick 204 389 5985
fbieber@mts.net

8 to 10 am,
CJUM 101.5 on
your
FM dial
George Rideout
Interviews
luminaries
and lay people,
out-of-towners &
local light workers
on a wide range of
spiritual topics.
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starting the honey-making process. Back at the hive,
the mixture is passed on to waiting worker bees whose
enzymes continue the process, thickening the mixture.
Then the honey is regurgitated into the waiting cells,
which then are sealed
or capped and closely
monitored.
On a good day, the
bees can bring in
four to ten pounds of
nectar. It takes four
pounds to make one
pound of honey.
On my visit, John
carefully opened a hive
to show me a bee’s
world close up. With
a small, tin kettleInterlake hives.
looking
contraption
he created some smoke. Many people say that the smoke
calms the bees; John feels it distracts them. As John sees
it, to the bees smoke means fire, and fire means danger: so
the bees go into high survival mode, engorging on honey
and preparing to flee. Who cares about a human sticking
his hand in, no time to sting!
The bees safely distracted, John pointed out the cells
with honey, pollen, eggs and larvae. He talked about the
patterning and colouring of the cells, each with its own
meaning and stage of development.
John spends hours and hours watching, observing
and caring for the hives on his property. His hive
management work begins in March each year as he
builds up a strong hive of worker bees ready to forage
the surrounding areas for nectar. When temperatures
reach 3 to 5 degrees above, a hive can be opened to
see how the bees have fared through the winter. If their
honey stocks seem low, John will add some sugar syrup
for instant food to tide them over till they start collecting
on their own. A weakened hive can have larvae cells
from a strong hive moved in. Bees are territorial, so if
live bees were brought in, “gang wars” would erupt.

Bees have enemies too. The Verroa mite, for example,
causes many losses. The mite attaches itself to the bee,
sucking the hemolymph (bee blood) out of it. John says
the proportion of mite to infected bee is the equivalent
of a dinner plate stuck to a person’s back. There are
chemical controls, toxic and organic;
but the mites are becoming more and
more resistant.
Bees are essential for crosspollination of flowering plants. As they
collect nectar, static electricity is built
up from flying which attracts the pollen
grains, covering their furry legs. As
they buzz from flower to flower, some
pollen drops off, fertilizing
the flower, which becomes
a seed and then a fruit. A
third of our food sources
depend on the bee’s
diligent work.
Honey is harvested when
the boxes are full, typically
in May, June and July.
John’s kids help at this
stage – scraping off the
Honeybee bizzness.
wax from the honeycombs
inside the honey-super to expose the golden liquid, then
placing the combs in a centrifugal spinning machine
and collecting the honey. Finally the honey is strained
and packaged for sale.
Bee products continue to be popular around the
world. There’s honey, of course, with its myriad of
flavours. Pollen and Royal Jelly, too, are collected and
their benefits touted in health food stores.
Next time you dollop a teaspoon of honey in your tea or
on your toast, remember that thousands of bees worked
long, hard hours and travelled amazing distances to
create that liquid sweetness just for you.
Photo: RAVEN

BEES continued from page 8

Kristi Dorian is Publisher of The Aquarian. Watch for
The Manitoba Honey Show in late September at The
Forks. Speer Sunnyside Honey (204) 222-3007
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Where, oh
where have
the little bees
gone?
Vanishing of the Bees,
2009, DVD, 87 minutes

I

n 2006, American bee farmers sent out a cry to the
world. Their bees had disappeared.
In the documentary film, “Vanishing of the Bees,”
researchers explore the phenomenon of empty hives.
Labeled Colony Collapse Disorder (CCD), scientists
continue to analyze the symptoms – no worker bees
(alive or dead), no Verroa mites or pathogens present to
account for the rapid losses, only the young bees and the
queen left.
Theories have circulated the globe, from cell phone
towers interrupting bee navigation to outlandish Russian
interference conspiracies. None have proved true.
One highly probable cause is the use of systemic
pesticides in combination with monoculture crop
farming.
Monoculture means the same crop in a large area – no
diversity. Once the crop’s blooming period is over, the
bees have no other source of nectar. Why would they
stick around?
For a long time, extremely toxic chemicals originally
used in biological warfare were adapted for commercial
use as pesticides. When fields were sprayed, hives would
be moved out for safety. Deemed too dangerous, the
industry moved to “safer” chemicals early in the 2000s:
systemic pesticides like Roundup that stay in the plant
throughout its life. Bad move.
One experiment conducted by researchers involved
videotaping a bee on an organic sunflower and one on
a sunflower treated with a systemic pesticide. The bee
on the organic sunflower moved around naturally and
rhythmically, collecting nectar. The other bee wavered,
VANISHING continued on page 18
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READINGS BY
NANCY
As a Professional Tarot Reader
in Winnipeg for over 15 years,
I use my intuition, along with my
knowledge of Astrology, various
Philosophies and Spiritualities
to deliver practical, relevant
information to my clients
during a session.
By appointment: 775-8368

aggregate – it used 260 megawatt hours to power
its data centers in 2010 – it boils down to only 7.4
kilowatt hours worth of energy annually per user.
Google reports that to provide an individual user with
its services for a month uses less energy than leaving
a light bulb on for three hours. And because the
company has been carbon neutral since 2007, “even
that small amount of energy is offset completely, so
the carbon footprint of your life on Google is zero.”
In an April 2011 report entitled “How Dirty is your
Data?” the non-profit Greenpeace examined energy
sources for the ten largest IT companies involved in
cloud computing, finding Apple, Facebook and IBM
especially guilty of getting significant amounts of power
from coal-fired power plants. (Facebook had come
under fire earlier this year when reporters uncovered
that the company planned to buy electricity for its brand
new eco-friendly data centre in Prineville, Oregon –
one of the greenest such facilities ever designed and
constructed – from a utility that derives most of its power
from coal.) Yahoo, Amazon.com and Microsoft scored
best in use of renewable alternative energy sources for
cloud services. (Editor’s update: In December, under
pressure from Greenpeace’s “Unfriend Facebook”
campaign, the social media giant made an aggressive
commitment, praised by Greenpeace, to “Unfriend
Coal” and green its energy supply.)
In the long run, analysts think that the widespread
shift to cloud computing will be a great boon to
the environment. A report released in September
2011 by Pike Research, “Cloud Computing Energy
Efficiency,” predicts that because of the shift to cloud
computing and increasing efficiencies, data center
power consumption will decrease by 31 percent
between 2010 and 2020.

What Are the Greenest
Light Bulbs?
Dear EarthTalk: What are the greenest
light bulbs to use? I hear there has been a
lot of backlash against compact fluorescents
because they contain mercury.
– Peter Roscoe, Hershey, PA

J

ust a decade ago, incandescent bulbs were just
about the only game in town, despite their
inefficient use of electricity to generate light and
their primitive technology that had not changed since
being invented some 125 years ago. But now that is all
changing fast, with phase-outs of incandescents going
on in Australia, Brazil, Venezuela, Switzerland and
the European Union, with Argentina, Russia, Canada
and the U.S. following suit shortly. (Editor’s note: The

Canadian government recently delayed the phase-out
until 2014.)
For decades, those concerned with energy savings
have been touting the benefits of compact fluorescent
lamps (CFLs) over incandescents. CFLs use only
one-fifth of the electricity of incandescents to
generate the same amount of light, and they can last
six to 10 times longer. A hindrance to the widespread
adoption of CFLs has been their higher cost (though
most consumers would save plenty in energy costs
over the life of a bulb). Also, CFLs contain mercury,
a dangerous neurotoxin that is released when the
bulbs break. And once CFLs do burn out they must be
disposed of properly to avoid releasing mercury into
the environment.
Given the issues with CFLs, LEDs (short for light
emitting diodes) are beginning to come on strong.
These highly efficient bulbs don’t generate heat like
incandescents (which helps to keep air conditioning
costs down as well) and can last five times longer than
CFLs and 40 times longer than incandescents.
Tiny LED bulbs have been around for years
in specialized applications (such as stadium
scoreboards), but lighting engineers got the idea to
cluster them and use reflective casings to harness and
concentrate their light for residential use.
In comparing the total cost to run three different
types of 60-watt equivalent bulbs for 50,000 hours
(factoring in the cost of the both bulbs and electricity),
the EarthEasy website found that LEDs would cost
$95.95, CFLs $159.75 and incandescents $652.50.
The 42 incandescent bulbs tested used up to 3,000
kilowatt hours of electricity compared to 700 and 300
for CFLs and LEDs respectively. However, despite the
savings most consumers are loath to spend $35 and up
for an LED bulb (even though it will save more than
$500 in the long run) when a traditional incandescent
bulb right next to it on the shelf costs $1.
There are other newer technologies in the works.
Seattle-based Vu1 now sells highly efficient bulbs
based on its Electron Stimulated Luminescence (ESL)
technology, whereby accelerated electrons stimulate a
phosphor coating on the inside of the bulb, making
the surface glow. One of Vu1’s 65-watt equivalent
bulbs retails for under $20 and uses a similar amount
of energy as an equivalent CFL.
And incandescents aren’t out of the efficient lighting
race altogether just yet. Top bulb makers recently
released new versions that use as much as a third less
electricity to operate and are promising newer models
still that will run on even less energy.
EarthTalk® is written and edited by Roddy Scheer
and Doug Moss and is a registered trademark of E
– The Environmental Magazine (www.emagazine.
com). Send questions to earthtalk@emagazine.com.
Subscribe: www.emagazine.com/subscribe. Free
Trial Issue: www.emagazine.com/trial.
VANISHING continued from page 17

Sita Dookeran
Meditation ~ Reiki
~ Life Guidance

A new life awaits!

Learn how the law of attraction works and uncover
the hidden beliefs you are carrying that are
sabotaging your life. As we discover what messages
we’ve been sending out, we use the power of
meditation to change them at a deep level and begin
to attract more positive energy into our lives.

2012 Weekend Workshops
February 24th & 25th • April 27th & 28th
August 24th & 25th • November 16th & 17th
Fridays 7 - 9pm & Saturdays 9am - 4pm
$140 for each weekend (plus GST)
$500 if you sign up for all 4 at once (save $60)
Eight week chakra meditation workshop
coming up in May/June 2012

www.sitadookeran.com

3141 Portage Ave.

Call 204.889.9089

www.sundragonstudios.ca
Specializing in: massage therapy * doula services
* reflexology * reiki * craniosacral therapy * infant massage classes

Celine Downs, reflexologist/reiki therapist
Bonnie Leon, reiki master
Karen Bilous, doula/prenatal massage therapist

cell: 510-7339
phone: 889-9089
cell: 612-0581

Jackie Clark, therapeutic massage therapist

phone: 889-9089

Jeanine Piche, therapeutic massage therapist

phone: 889-9089

Christine Chisholm, craniosacral therapy/infant massage
cell: 230-4523
Steve McClelland, therapeutic massage therapist phone: 889-9089
Melody Titus, therapeutic massage therapist

phone: 889-9089

Marne Feldman, therapeutic massage therapist

phone: 889-9089

staggered, and was constantly trying to shake
something off its body, becoming weaker and
weaker.
In contrast, holistic bee farmers believe
that mixed crop farming and natural pest
management make for happy, honey-producing
bees.
One commercial beekeeping practice frowned
upon by holistic bee farmers is the long distance
transportation of bees for the pollination of
crops. Hundreds of full beehives travel across
the continent on massive trailers for days on end
causing stress to the bees from the movement,
weather and unfamiliar locations.
Some holistic bee farmers think that when
bees are out of sync with the natural world and
exposed to stressful environments, they become
more susceptible to diseases, mites and viruses.
Driven by quantity vs quality, commodity honey
is a global enterprise sticky with controversy.
“Vanishing of the Bees” is an eye opener. The
danger to our bees is cause for high concern.
The reasons may be complex, but the message
is simple: bees are in danger, and without them
our food supply will be in severe jeopardy.
KD
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There’s no business like socially
conscious shoe business
Start Something That Matters

Instead of dwelling on the negative aspects of capitalism
and the current recession, Mycoskie focuses on what worked
for TOMS and other innovative organizations highlighted in
the book. He argues that we don’t have to be rich or retired
to pursue our passions and devote ourselves to the causes that
inspire us. We can start right now, wherever we are.
In this short and easy-to-read book, Mycoskie provides a
blueprint for socially conscious entrepreneurs of all ages. His
eight streamlined chapters provide just enough examples, text
boxes and photographs to illustrate his six simple “keys” for
transforming our lives and businesses:
•  “Find your story.”  While showing the shoes to friends and
shoe buyers, Mycoskie quickly discovered that a memorable
story breaks down barriers and opens many doors. As he
described his Argentinean experience and the one-for-one
business model, no one paid too much attention to his lack of
credentials, experience and connections to the retail world.
•   “Face your fears.”   Mycoskie experienced many scary
moments in the early days of the TOMS start-up: his line of
credit was often fully drawn, and his credit cards were maxed
out. He also faced enormous public pressure after boldly
declaring his intention to blend business and philanthropy.
Mycoskie describes the low-cost, easy-to-implement
strategies he used to live with the fear until he overcame it.
Lacking a board of directors who could advise and motivate
him, Mycoskie surrounded himself with inspirational
quotations and read the biographies of successful people.
He also hired interns who were “so enthusiastic and new to
everything that they didn’t waste time being fearful.”
•   “Be resourceful without resources.”   Like many
other business success stories, Mycoskie started TOMS

By Blake Mycoskie
Random House, 2011, hardcover, 189 pages, $25

Reviewed by JOANNE GUIDOCCIO

T

he story of Blake Mycoskie is an inspirational one.
In 2006, the 29-year old entrepreneur had already
launched four startups in California when he decided to
take a well-deserved vacation. He revisited Argentina, a
country he and his sister had sprinted through in 2002 while
competing on the CBS reality program, The Amazing Race.
This time he planned to have fun and lose himself in the
country’s culture. While in Argentina, Mycoskie discovered the
alpargata, a traditional rope-soled shoe that is worn by everyone
from students to polo players. He was also struck by the terrible
poverty, especially the shoeless children who developed cuts
and scrapes on their feet that led to serious infections.
Mycoskie returned to Los Angeles with 250 pairs of
shoes stuffed into three duffel bags and the idea for a new
company. He played around with the slogan “Shoes for a
Better Tomorrow” which eventually became “Tomorrow’s
Shoes” and then TOMS.
The motto for TOMS is simple: “Make life more
comfortable.”
Mycoskie writes that he accomplishes this goal with the
Argentine-inspired shoe and a “one-for-one” commitment to
match each pair sold with a donated pair to a child in need.
While the TOMS story is at the heart of Start Something
That Matters, the book’s main message is that we, as
individuals, can make a difference.
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MARCH

March 23-25.
Discovering
t h e Power Within Releasing the
Past & Connecting With Powerful
Inner Resources Call John Tozeland
229-5734, tozeland@trance-action.
com or visit www.trance-action.
com/growth.html

APRIL
April 21 & 22. Free Quantum Wave
Laser presentation with inventor
Paul Weisburt. All day Saturday
and Sunday, lunch included. For
more information or to register,
contact Cecile at 204-253-9735 or
cmyslicki@yahoo.ca.

JUNE
June 9 & 10. RAVEN Photography
and Art Form Products part of The
Wave Artist’s Tour. Hwy #9, one
block south of Jane and Walters
restaurant, lake side. Call RAVEN
204-389-4803 for more info. The
public is invited to tour the studios
and participating artists of the
Interlake, eager & pleased to
welcome you. <watchthewave.ca>

AUGUST
August 13-27.
Professional Life
Mastery, NLP Master Practitioner,
Master
Time
Line
Therapy
and
Advanced
Hypnotherapy
Certification. Call John Tozeland
229-5734. www.trance-action.com

SEPTEMBER
September 1 & 2.
RAVEN
Photography and Art Form Products
part of The Wave Artist’s Tour. Hwy
#9, one block south of Jane and
Walters restaurant, lake side. Call
RAVEN at 204-389-4803 for more
info. www.watchthewave.ca
September 9-14. Shamanic Healing
Retreat at Falcon Lake Call John
Tozeland 229-5734. www.tranceaction.com
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in an improvised space – his
apartment. He believes the lack of
resources inspired more creativity
and gave him a competitive edge.
He learned how to “cut more
corners than corners existed”
and maintained that frugality
and efficiency as he scaled up. He
includes a list of free and highly
recommended Internet tools that
help with everything from Web
development to public relations.
•   “Keep it simple.”   When
Mycoskie created the American version of the alpargata,
he added a more durable sole and insole, but preserved
the shoe’s basic simplicity. He provides many examples of
simple ideas that became great companies, among them
Craig’s List, Daily Candy, and Netflix.
•  “Build trust.” Mycoskie created a great company culture
from the start. He gave responsibility to those he could trust,
including the interns, and was “rewarded with a work ethic
and passion that blew away my expectations.”

• “Giving is good business.” TOMS, FEED,
Ter r a C ycle, a nd t he ot her orga n i z at ion s
highlighted in the book clearly demonstrate it is possible
to combine profit, passion and meaning. “Chief Shoe
Giver,” Blake Mycoskie challenges us to find our own
causes and incorporate giving into our businesses
and professions. He intends to measure “the ultimate
success of this book not by how many copies it sells but
by the number of people it inspires.”
Note: For every book purchased, Random House will
donate a book to a child in need through First Book (www.
FirstBook.org).
Joanne Guidoccio is a freelance writer in Guelph, Ontario.

take the 90 day challenge
If someone shared with you the discovery of a natural
product based on Nobel Prize medical research; that
significantly improved cardiovascular health & performance;
would you try that product for 90 days, on an unconditional
money back guarantee?
We offer a breakthrough, non-invasive Cardiovascular /
Central Nervous System Screening that will give you the
most important information regarding your Cardiovascular
Health and Stress Level Indicators.

Health Challenges We Are Facing!
Early Warning Signs of Heart Disease
Unhealthy Sugar Levels
High Blood Pressure
Sexual Dysfunction
High Cholesterol
Excess Body Fat
Lack of Sleep
Every 30 seconds someone
has a heart attack or stroke
CALL TODAY and Reclaim Your Health
Visit www.Heartpro.me
Then Call 1-204-222-1888

health

ACCESS CONSCIOUSNESS™
BARS Classes/Sessions............................Call Annette at 204-782-2689 or accessannette@gmail.com
ASTROLOGY
MB Astrology Ass’n meets last Sat. of month, Place Louis Riel.............Call Dorothy Tytgat 489-7063
AURA-SOMA COLOUR THERAPY
Rositha - “You Are the Colours You Choose”................................................................................. 792-8723
BACH FLOWER THERAPY
Rositha - Bach & Essences from around the world - over 20 years experience....................... 792-8723
BRAIN OPTIMIZATION TECHNOLOGY
Services La Loba Services - MMFT counsellor; Brainwave Optimization technologists......... 612-1579
CARDIOVASCULAR SCREENING
L-Arginine Provides Cardiovascular Health answers. Mary Theissen B.A. OB.I Health Practitioner marben1@shaw.ca..222-1888
CHANNELING
Teachings to empower and change your life/find your inner connection........... www.sourcewithin.com
CHIROPRACTORS
Feasey Chiropractic and Wellness Center, 7-208 Marion St. (Network Spinal Analysis).........237-0210
Lotus Chiropractic, Dr. Natalie Leonard, 73 Goulet St., Network Spinal Analysis................... 237-6726
COUNSELLORS
JUNE SLOBODIAN, MSW, RSW, Individual, Couples, Family, Children.....................................237-4511
CRYSTALS
Radiance Gifts & Treasures, 875 Corydon Ave............................. www.radiancegifts.com or 284-4231
HAWAIIAN HUNA KANE MASSAGE
Monique L. Dorge.......................................................................................hunakane@shaw.ca....254-8563
HEALTH CENTRE
Vitality Wellness Center...............................................................www.vitalitywellness.ca......831-8842

Where to find The Aquarian
Downtown/Osborne
Artspace
Cousin’s Deli & Bar
Elemental Book &
Curiosity Shop
Health Sciences Centre
Libraries: Millennium
MB Health Education
Resource Ctr.
Men’s Resource Centre
Mondragon
Movie Village
Papa George’s
Organza
Second Cup
Shifting Sands
Vita Health
The Forks:
Distant Caravans
Hempyrean
Smoothie Bar
University of Winnipeg

Wolseley
Cornish Library
Hollow Reed Holistic
Humbolt Legacy
Lotus House
Organic Planet
Prairie Sky Books
Corydon/River Heights
Down to Earth
Eastern Healing Ctr.
KOI Massage & Wellness Ctr
Kramer Building
Libraries: Charleswood,
River Heights
McNally-Robinson
Pier Escapes
Radiance Gifts
Spiritualist Fellowship Church
Thrive
World of Water, 1685 Corydon

services

HYPNOSIS/HYPNOTHERAPY
Catherine Holmes (Hypnosis , E.F.T. , Counselling, Consultant) Private Classes--for appt.......888-7053
JUNE SLOBODIAN, Hypnotherapy, NLP, Timeline™.....................................................................237-4511
Manitoba Hypotherapists’ Association 781-1233..................................... www.manitobahypnosis.com
Monique L. Dorge.......................................................................................hunakane@shaw.ca....254-8563
Morgan Willacy-Hypnotherapist.................................................. www.hypnosishealingwinnipeg.com
MASSAGE THERAPY
Koi Massage Therapy & Wellness Centre on Corydon........................................................... 952-7440
Sheri Carmichael LMT, Hot Stone, Deep Tissue, Relaxation.................................................295-4072
Remedial Massage with Amanda Banman, RMT....................................................................996-7378
PHOTOGRAPHY
RAVEN Photography Products (MB nature & wildlife)......................... ravenphotos@mymts.net ... 204-389-4803
PSYCHOSOMATIC THERAPY
Bernice Blackburn, Psychosomatic Therapy, Lifestyle consultant, Face Reading.............. 287-8927
Cynthia M. Jones,Lifestyle Consultant,Therapist/Teacher.-www.weallcomehome.com...391-2078
Monique L. Dorge, Teacher, Body-Mind Analysis .........................hunakane@shaw.ca ... 254-8563
Monique L. Dorge, Lifestyle Consultant, Face Readings parties..........hunakane@shaw.ca ... 254-8563
REBIRTHING BREATHWORK
Stephan Pfund, Rebirthing Breathwork...................................................... spfund@mymts.net...467-7787
REFLEXOLOGY
Adra Weakley, Koi Wellness Centre on Corydon................. adrareflexology@hotmail.com 990-2859
REIKI
Helen Sklavenitis; Reiki Master, Usui, and Karuna/Practitioner................................................. .291- 8041
SPIRITUAL READINGS
TaraBrower.com, Reflexology, Reiki, Bioenergy...a unique healing experience......................795-8844

Please let us know if sites need more papers or if you want to become a distributor.
St. Boniface
Dr. Feasey’s Chiropractic Ctr.
Natalie Leonard Chiropractic
St. Boniface Health Ctr.
Tache Therapeutic Ctr.
St. Vital
Borowski Health Foods
Kas Sky
Libraries: Louis Riel,
St. Vital, Windsor Park
Radiance Massage Therapy
Winnipeg Reflexology Etc.
St. Norbert:
The Sanctuary
Fort Garry
Back In Motion
Vita Health - Kenaston
Libraries: Fort Garry, Pembina Trail
Pembina Chiropractic Ctr.
University of MB (UMSU)
Women’s Resource Ctr.

St. James/Portage
Blacks’ Vintage Books &
Antiques
Deer Lodge Centre
Libraries: St. James,
Westwood, West End
Sundragon Studios
Nutrition House - Polo Park
Sangsters
Star Grill
Vitality Wellness
West Kildonan/GardenCity
North End Women’s Ctr.
The Stone Lotus
Massage Therapies
West-Kildonan Library
Soul Medicine Psychic Shoppe
East Kildonan
Libraries: Henderson,
Munroe, Transcona

OUTSIDE WINNIPEG
Arnes: D. Perrin-Truscott
Brandon: Earth ’n Sole,
Carman: Dr. Hewett
Clear Lake: Elkhorn Resort
Eli: Auberge Clémence B&B
Tea House
Garson: Harvest Moon Cafe
Gimli: D. Perrin Truscott
Gratton: MTT Service
Horndean: Merle
Kenora: HoJo Coffeehouse,
Kenora Massage/Wellness Ctr,
Keric Funk Salon, Camm Hill
Lorette: Evelyn’s Wigs
Pinawa: Unfolding Handicrafts
Pine Falls: Through the Arbour
Portage la Prairie:
Mall: Spirit Path Healing Ctr
Bus Depot, Regional Library,
Excel Hair Design
Dr. Hewett, Chiropractor

Thank you to all our advertisers and outlets who support The Aquarian.

Selkirk:
Revitalize Soul Spa
Sioux Lookout:
Crows Cupboard
St. Andrews:
Waterdance Therapies
St. Laurent:
General Store, P. Bradley
Stonewall:
Resource Library,
Yvonne Jansen
The Pas:
V. McDuff, Tri Family Health/
Mystik , Visions
Winnipeg Beach: Parks Grocery
Around Town
Beausejour, Birds Hill, Dauphin,
Morden, Rivers, Sandy Hook,
St. Adolphe, Ste. Rose du Lac

